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Game Commission
Purchases Lands

Of Swim

Now

Group Decides
to

Grand Rapids

Michigan’* conservation com*
wound up a day'* tour of
Western Michigan sanctuarie* and
tate parks Tuesday with a formal meeting in the Tulip room of
the Warm Friend Tavern.
Chairman Joseph P. Rahllly of
Newberry, presided at the meeting, which was attended by conservation department head* and
sportsmenfrom many state area*.
Included on the agenda was dismission

Of Providing

Ful Swing

season occupation, is the goal of
the non-profitorganization.
schedule with student* deriving
The corporation is authorized by
maximum benefit from each les- th* MichgianCorporation and Securities commission to issue up to
son.
5,000 shares of stock at $10 a
The second session of Red Cross
share par value to support the
swimming beckons another hun program of Industrial developdred student* each day. Zeeland ment

gram

is progressing according to

brings in two bus loads each

Mon

day, Wednesday and Friday.

Velbnan Speak

mers. Some of these students are
enrolled in the second session and
probablywill earn a second cer

On Netherlands

recover it, claiming provisions of
the original gift involving upkeep
and other phases were not followed.

Prefering

the

question-and-an

tificate,

swer informality to a set speech,
Peter Veltman who has just retuned after spending nine months

The

commission discussed at
length the merits of e proposet
swap with the highway department of land in the Houghton lake
area, bordering on US-27. It was

studying at the University of

the current picture in the Netherlands.
Speakingonly from his observations and not from official sources, Veltman was plunged immedi
ately into the question of communism in the Netherlands. And like
most big problems, there was no
dean cut answer.
Veltman quoted a recent statement of Prince Bernhard that
there is no immediate threat of
Communism Then he explained
the twisted versions in the one
Communistic newspaper printed
there. He said many feel that
communism will work itself out
and pointed to Communistlosses
hi the last election. He said many
Netherlander*have a feeling of

partment at an estimated $2 a
In other action the commission
to purchase 160 acres of
land in Higgins lake state forest,
Missaukeecounty at a cost of
$900, and 200 feet frontage o!
Hillview lake in Mecoata county
at a coat of $1,800.Money for the
purchases will come from the
game protection fund.
After considerablediscussion,
the commission approved the following land purchases;
Saginaw Bay frontage, 82 acres
at $98.78 per acre, $8,100 (game

voted

Motorcycle Mishap

a

a

Art Instructor

Named

at

inquiry into the accident Monday.
Mis* Scharphorn is survived by
her parents; eight brothers, David,
Ralph, Jame*, Carl, Cornelius,
Gerald, Donald and Kenneth; and
two sisters, Irene Jane snd Mary
Ann, all at home.

Hope

were Miss Eleanor De Pree of Zeeland
by Sherwin Broersma, has been added to the staff of the
Am earned
Stanley Vugteveen, Harvey Brug-

Monday night on

foot.

corporation president

Dies After

A survey found that lack of
year-around employment was the
reason for more than 50 couples
leaving the two towns during the
last four years.
Minnie Mae Sdiarpltom
Accordingto Sorensen, the corporation will not try to induce
Killed When Vehicle
large corporationsto form branch
Strikes Loose Gravel
plant* within the towns— at first.
Instead, he pointed out, H will
A 17-year-oldBlendon towmhip
urge start of new businesseswithgirl was fatallyinjured when th#
in the towns, paving the way for
motorcycle she was riding hit som#
"healthy, industrial developloose dirt and pitched her to th#
ment."
ground In her front yard Sunday
The projected development, he morning.
pointed out, will not affect adMinnie Mae Scharphorn,rout#
versely the present booming resort
2, Zeeland, daughter of Mr. ant
and tourist trade during the sumMrs. Joe Scharphorn, was th# vk>
mer. AH industrialunits will be tim of the accident.She was taken
located on the outskirts of the
to Zeeland hospital at 8:15 tJO.
towns, according to present plan.
Sunday, and died at 9:30 the aam#
The corporation is sponsored by evening, of a basal skull fracture,
the Saugatuck-Douglaschamber
She never regained consciousness.
of commerce. Beside* Sorensen,
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water
officers are Edward P. Bums, said Mias Scharphorn was riding
vice president;Richard M. Brown,
motorcycle belonging to her
secretary-treasurer;and John T. brother when it struck some loos#
Barron, Carl Kalkley. A. G. dirt She was thrown off the
Thomas and Ralph Krueger, di- vehicle and landed on her head
rectors. An advisory board conabout 50 feet ahead of the cycle,
sist* of Curtis Gray, Ev Thomas,
he said.
W. J. WUson, G.
Crawford,
Deputy Clayton Forry and CorWilliam Sorensen, George Sewers, oner Vande Water conducted an

Beginner*
Beginners certificates

sterdam addressed Kiwanians

decided to let conservation depart'
ment Director P. J. Hoffmaster
work out details with the highway department for submission at
the next meeting.
The land was obtained by the
conservation department 12 to 15
years ago and since that time
new road has been installed.Its
value at the present time was
quoted as $10 a foot by Henry
Coon* of the highway department.
It was proposed that the commission sell it to the highway de-

is

Girl
benefit of public welfare.'*

The organization’scharter outTwelve student* are enrolled in line* its purposes;'To promote
the junior and senior life saving
developmentof Industry and busicourse* on Diced ay and Thursness within the communities of
a
day. These student* are potential
Douglas and Saugatuck, thereby
Red Cross instructors.
increasing employment for the Jim Schoneichand Dale Crow.
A total of 135 certificates have
been awarded for the first session. This included 97 beginners,
31 intermediates and seven swim-

Kiwaniansflear

defunct Grand Rapids Park and
Boulevard association by the late
Jacob Aman. Heirs are trying to

Alfred J. Sorenson of Saugatuck

Blendon Township

Year-Around Income

.

position of the deed to controversial Aman park on M-50, six miles
west of Grand Rapids.
The commission voted to dee<
the park back to the City o:
Grand Rapids which gifted it to
the state last fall.
Lawrence Grettenberger, Grand
Rapids attorney representing the
Aman heirs who have filed suit
for recovery of the park in Otta
wa county circuit court, told the
commission that Grand Rapids
had no legal right to deed the property to the state.. '
The park was left to the now

J

Program

Saugatuck-Douglaa—After the
War, there was a song
making the rounds that went,
in
"How you gonna keep 'em down
on the farm?
Business men In Saugatuck and
135 Eirn Certificates
Douglas art working, on an anDuring Pint Session *
swer to a similar proposal, "How
you gonna keep 'em in the old
Of Red Cross Project
home town.”
An economic developmentcorThe second session of the Red
Cross summer swimming program poration with the task of providing inducement to young people
at Port Sheldon is now in full
to make the area a year-around
swing.
home has been organized in the
Mother Nature ha* been con- twin communities.
Year-around, employment In
siderably more kind thus far in
contrast to the existing resort
the second session, and the pro-

To Deed Aman Park
Back

Saugatuck-Douglas Works on Task

first World

At Local Meeting

Urn

1950

Second Session

*

State

10,

Fotko

Final Date Set

gink, Bob Swift, Tom Plewes, Bill Hope college art department,it
Wentzel, Larry Van Noord, Leslie was announced today by Dr. Irwin
Hall, Dave Den Ouden, Carol J. Lubbers, college president

Schaap, Carol Veenboer,Carolyn
Miss De Pree, who i* the daughSturing, Laryn De Witt, Jay Da- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. De
tema, Mary Ellen Kalman, Judy Pree of Zeeland. 1* a graduate of
Newell, Betty Van Ommen, Carol Kirkwood jhigh school, Kirkwood,
Christensen, Judy Veenboer, Mary Mo. She received a bachelor of
Berghorst, Gloria Boerigter, Mary fine art* degree from WashingBosma, Joan Kraal, Betty Bloe- ton universityin St Louis in 1944.
mendall, Virginia Boonstra, all of She will receive a master of -art*
Zeeland.
degree from the Universityof
Mary Ter Haar, Donna Vander Indiana at the end of this sumKooi, Iris Heyboer, Joyce Diaeel- mer. She also attendedGrinnell
koen, Sandra Otte, Marcia Ter college and the Oxbow Art center
Haar, Mary Ann Wildschut, Mary in Saugatuck.
Schipper,Carol Ter Haar, NorMias De Pree has been a freema Brookhouse, Janice Newell, lance artist since 1944, having unLois Bos, Linda De Bruyn, Nella dertaken assignments from nationTer Haar, Mary Jane Meyer, al magazines,newspapers and a
Nancy Lamer, Hope De Jong?, broadcasting company. During
Katherine Kole, Sandra Cole, all World War II she received a map
construction assignmentfrom the
of Zeeland.
Mary Ahn Teusink, Sandra U. S. government.She also conPiersma, Paul Sale, Eugene Ry- ducted an art studio for children
zenga, Gary Gibbons, Joan Van- and adults in Zeeland in 1949.
At present, Miss De Pree is one
den Brink, Roger De Pree, Bonita
Kolean, Phyllis Welch, Marcia of the conferees at the Fourth NaWelch, Judith De Pree, Roger De tional Silversmithingworkshop
Fey ter, Jack Damson, Paul conference in Rochester,N. Y.
Swieringa,Car! Vanden Brink, during August. This conference is
Sylvia Vanden Brink. Sandra being held at the School for Am
Paauwe, Janet Vanden Bos, De erican Craftsmen, a departmentof
the RochesterInstituteof Tech
lores Ryzenga, Thomas De Vries,

For Registration
Aug. 23—20 days prior to th#
primary election— la th# deadline
for accepting registrations or

changes of address for the fall
balloting, City Clerk Clartne#

Willlom H. Druckenmiller

New
*

•

Instructor
r

-

*4

*

v%

Graven goed revealed today.
The general primary is to bi
held on Tuesday, Sept 12.
Clerk Grevengoed ha* published
notices calling attention to the
deadline.
Those voters who have changed address within the city and art
required to hav# their registration transferred from on# ward to
another before th# dcadUnt.

•

about the whole problem
and the slow gains of the demoAt
cratic nations in ftorea have not
improved the picture.
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, Hope colHe said the Netherlands has
Boy, It wss this big! And It was 4oo. (Above) Elght-yeanold Hooer
been woricing particularly hard
lege president, announced today Dies
Mayatn, of 122 W. Ninth 8t., tells about the’ Whopping eight pound
since peace was declared in 1945
Northern pike he and Bobby, his seven-yearold brother,caught In
that William H. Druckenmiller of
and the country looks more prosthe channel July* 27. Little Bobby (left) nods his approval to 'the
Reading, Pa., has accepted a posl
Sgt. Henry GroeneveM, 22, of
perous than the other European
big flah story* while neighbor David Vander Maat looks a little
tion as instructorof music at the Holland died Wednesday in a
skepticalabout the whole thing. Pete Bommarito,Sentinel Sport*
countries he visited.He had viscollege.
"vehicleaccident in Germany,*
Editor,studiesthe picture. And below, the picture Is proof of the
ited Belgium France, Italy and
Druckenmillerwill take the accordingto word received her#
boys’ story. The two youngsters hold th* 34 Inch pike which looks
Switzerland, but had not been to
place of Morrette L Rider, who from the UB. War department
like It might be a man-sized Job. The way Roger tells It, he and
the Scandinavian countries.He
protection fund); Barry county Bobby were fishingfor perch when Bobby hooked the fish. Unable
has been granted a leave of ab- Details of the accident were not
said
many
Dutchmen
are
quite
state game area, 55 acres, $18.18
nology.
to pull It In by themselves, the boye recruitedhelp from another
sence to continue work on his doc given in the message.
happy and contented, but a great Martin De Vries, Donald Garvelper acre, $1,000; Tuscola state fisherman In order to land their catch.
torate next year at Columbia uni
Sgt. Grocnoveld,son of Mrs.
many of them would like to come ink, Howard Houseman, Joyce De
game area, 40 acres at $22.50 'per
versity.He will conduct the col- Anna Groeneveld,route 4, ha#
to America.
Ridder, Marcia Waasink, Alvin De
acre, $900; Haymersh state game
lege band end orchestra and will served overseas for about a year
The Netherlands has few labor Ridder, Gladys De Ridder, Betty
District
area, 80 acres, $20 per acre, $1,- Wife of Grand Haven
teach instrumental music.
and a half. He had worked in
troubles,mainly because the situ- Heidema, Margie Heidema, Nancy
600; Gourdneck state game area,
native of Tremont, Pa., several European countries InFair
Township
Farmer
Dies
ation
is quite rigidly controlled Moran, Steve Wissink and Doug180 acres, $33.33 per acre, $6,000.
Druckenmillerreceived a bachelor stallingradar equipment He enby the government under its so- las Beernink, all of Holland.
of science degree in 1948 from the listed in the Army three and a
Grand Haven (Special)— Mrs.
David De Boer, Thomas De
cialistic system. There is considJulliard
School of Music, New half years ago.
Martin Klukos, 66, wife of a well
Boer,
Patrick
O’Brien,
Arthur
erable unemployment and conThrill
known Grand Haven township
Surviving besides the mother
siderable discontent over high Brown, Jill Hedges, Linda Storm,
The annual tour of the Allegan York City. He majored in flute and
farmer, died early today in her
taxes. New business ventures are James Griffin, Thomas Speet, soil conservation district of Fenn* minored in piano and composition. are a brother,Jake Groeneveld of
Allegan (Special) — Entertain
home, following an Illness of
welcomed in order to stimulate Dick Hicks, Marilyn Moore, Har- ville will be held Aug. 15. accord- He earned a master of arts degree Owosso, and a aister, Wilma, at
four months. She was bom in ment for the Allegan county fair home industryand hold up the old Wassink, Lavern Steenwyk, ing to Donald Barden, chairman from Columbia university in 1949 home.
Czechoslovakia and came here 42 Sept. 11 to 16 will have an inter- dollar balance, but the necessity Lloyd Glass, David Baron, Bruce of the board of directors.
and also attendedVanderbilt uniThe body will be sent to Holland
years ago from Chicago.
The tour is set to begin at the versity and Albright college, ma- for burial.
national flavor, according to spec- to import raw materials creates Everts, Duane Timmer, Bill De
Grand Haven (Special) — The Surviving are the husband; ial acts booked for the grandstand many problems.
Jonge, David Tyink. Sally De Old State bank building in Form- joring in violin.
county treasurer has received a three daughters, Mrs. Amelia An- show.
The Socialist government pro- Vries, James Seegert, all of Port ville at 9 a.m. In the forenoon, Druckenmillerhas taught flute Two Holland Women
check for $124,689.40representing thony and Mrs. John Hecko of
vides old age pensions and hos- Sheldon.
the tour will look over pasture and in Reading, Pa., and New York
Main attractionfor the nightily
Chicago and Mrs. Arvid Johnson
intangiblestax for the fiscal yeer
pitalization,although its medical
windbreakplantings on the Henry City and i.. 1942-43,served as in- Injured in Accident
Intermediates
program
will
be
Sam
Howard’s
ended June 30. 1950, to be distri- of Muskegon; four sons, Martin,
program
is not nearly so liberal
Johnson
farm, and see cherries structor in flute in the Brooklyn
Intermediate
certificates
were
Aqua-Thrill show, the first swimTwo Holland women were taken
buted to the unit* in the county. Jr., of Grand Haven, Joseph and
s
England's.
growing
in
fescue sod at the Leo Music settlement. Following three
earned by Tommy Gebben, David
ming and diving exhibition to be
years of service with the U.S. to Holland hospital with injurie#
Townships,cities and villagesget Henry at home, and Edward of
Marshall
aid is an involved Tanis, Paul Van Loo, Lawrence Tucker fayn.
offered local fair fans. It will inthe funds based on e total popu- Pontiac; a brother, Stephen Biros
question and a controversialone. Mulder, Ed Geerlings,Lee Poema,
Af.er lunch, the farms of Mel Navy, he continued flute teaching after a three-car accident Monof Grand Haven; another brother clude champion swimmers and
lation of 59,660 at $2.09 per capiMany are suspiciousof the mo- Dennis Boonstra, Joe Ver Plank, Andrus, Earl Osman, Nelson Ran- and last year was instiuctor of day et 10:55 p. m. at the corner
divers,
plus
a
water
ballet
troupe.
and sister in Czechoslovakiaand
ta.
woodwinds in the college of fine of Washington Ave and 22nd Si
The Olveras a perch pole act tives of the United States and Gene Berghorst,Gary Congdon, som and the Barden brothers are arts et Drake university.
Delores Zeyman, 21, of route l,
i the program. Subject* of obAmong the units to receive a six grandchildren.
many
are
genuinely
grateful for Ronald Beyer, Roger Yntema, all
The rosary will be recited at brought from Mexico, unicyclist Marshall aid and for the gifts
He also has had experience in was treated for injuriesto her
servation in the afternoon will be
portion of this amount are the
of
Zeeland.
Van Zantwick funeral chapel Fri- Jacques Gordon from France,
following (first figure represents
sent individuallyfrom this counDale Zoet, Jack De Roo, Mary sod orchards, terraces,cover and arranging, scoring and conducting right side and shock, and Winni#
day at 8 p.m. Services will be held comedy pantomimistsfrom Nororchestral music. He is a member Sloothack, 20, of 451 Michigan
try.
population and second figure the
Van
Haitsma, Tom Blackburn, green manure crops.
way,
and
the
Marco
Troupe,
acroSaturday at 9 a.m. from St. Patamount):
At the Andrus farm the group of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia and Pi Ave., riding in the Zeyman car,
"My
family
received
a
warm
Steve
Wissink,
Douglas
Beernink,
rick’s Catholic church. Burial will bats, from Puerto Rico
welcome and we enjoyed our stay Betty Heidema, Margie Heideiha, will see how geese are used to Kappa Lambda, national honorary was treated for shock.
Holland city, 14,616,$30,547.44;
be in Lake Forest cemetery,
The accident happened when
Zeeland city, 3,007, $6,284.63;
there very much,” Veltman said. Dale Boeve, Cherrill Elgersma, keep weeds under control in straw- music fraternities,the American
berry plantings.
Lake Michigan Levels
Federation of Musicians,Music Miss Zeyman, driving west on
William Meengs and Gabe all of Holland.
Grand Haven city, 8,799, $18,389.Kuite were elected delegates to
Tom De Boer, Dave De Boer, Barden urged everyone interest- Educators association and Iowa 22nd St, hit a car driven by ClaTw
Are Listed for July
Bandmastere association.
ence E. Schoup, 176 East 16th
attend the state convention in Wade Nykamp, Kirtland Speet, ed to take part in the tour.
Coopereville,1,083, $2,26147;
St. The Zeyman car then went
Hudsonville, 837, $1,749.33;Spring
The United States Lake Survey Grand Rapids In September Al- Bob Lundquist, Dick Hicks, Carl
23 paces and struck a parked car
Lake, 1,329, $2,777.61.
today reported the followingmean ternates sre Wilbur Cobb, George Uindquistand James Seegert, all Special Setiion Okays
Two Couiint Meet
owned by Ray Lieffers, 537 WashSteketee
and
Bert
Gebben.
Presstages of Lakes Michigan and
of Port Sheldon.
*i?£rg
t?*™hip’ 2i592* w*- For
ington Ave.
Awarding of Contract
In Auto Accident
ident William DuMond presided.
Huron
for
July,
determined
from
Swimmer*
Sn'Soi?^ind t0WnihIP* 4-913Miss Zeyman was given a tickKiwanian
William
Draper
who
daily readings of staff gauges:
°iiv<?' ll304- $2-725.36;
Nancy Moran, Jim Cook. Lynn
An appropriation of $72,270 for
An accident Friday noon at the et for failure to yield right of
Marine base in Barager.Nancy Barager, Ellen
^rk* 1-974- W,125-66; Port Shel- Grand Haven (Special) — The
Feet above mean tide at New will report to
structuralsteel for use in contruc- corner of River Ave. and Seventh way.
^69l44: Robinson, 1,041, local draft board has received a York, 579.89; changes in stage California the middle of August Ruben, Marion De Vrie* and John
tion of the addition to the James St., involving two cousins,turned
call for 34 men for final induction from June to July, plus .33 foot, was presented with a gift
De Vries.
$3 9271 L
town&hiP- 1.879,
De
Young power plant was auth- one car over and resulted in a toin Detroit on Sept. 7.
average since 1900, plus .13 foot;
Tri-Cities Stage Drive
orized by Common Council in tal of $500 estimated damage.
After the orders are received difference from stage of July last
Probe Break-In ,
special session Wednesday night.
Russel W. Burton, 104 East For ChristianSchool
the names will be published.These year, plus .15 foot, 10-year mean,
MthStNeigKbori
Coutins Meet at Park
Grand Haven (Special)—City
The session was called to act on 20th St.; driving north on River,
will be taken from the 201 who -.59 foot; differenceof stage from
police tre investigatinga break-in Have Annual Picnic
the request of the Board of Pub- failed to see cousin Ellsworth De
Grand Haven (Special)— Fin aj
left
Grand
Haven
Wednesday
afFor Annual Luncheon
low-waterdatum, plus 1.39 feet.
The annual 19th St., neighbor- lic Works for approval on award- Haan, 224 West 13th St., as he figures will be available Friday
ternoon for Detroit for physical Based on past records, monthly at Michigan Express Co. Third
and Fulton, in which checks total- hood picnic was held Wednesday ing of the contract to the Haven- pulled into the intersectionfrom night or Saturdayin the one-night
Fifteen cousins met at KoHen examinationstoday.
mean levels for August are likely ing $700 including three payroll evening at KoHen park. About 75 Busch Co., of Grand Rapids, low
Seventh St. The impact turned $30,000 drive Tuesday for fund#
pork tor a luncheon
to be 5798 and not less than checks were taken. Robert Dykattended. The group elected Mr. bidder.
the De Haan car on its side.
to build a new Christianschool foe
579.6 feet.
house, company employe, discover- and Mrs. Henry Weller as officers
The contract call* for purchase
Damage to Burton's car was es- the tri-cities.
Lakes Michigan and Huron are ed the break-in when he reported for the coming year. Tlrey succeed
of approximately292 tons at the timated at $200, while De Haan
An advance contributionof $3,947> Succumb, Sinc,eo
at 78
mer, Mra A. Welters,and Mrs.
2.43 feet below the high stage of for work this morning. Entry was
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Sprung. Ted rate of $247.50 per ton.
must meet an estimatedrepair 680 was pledged by campaign
Ann Sandy;
July, 1929, and 1.91 feet above the made by forcing a window on the
Van Zanden won the prize of the
The approval was the only bus- bill of $300. De Haan was cited workers at a raUy Monday night
Those present were th# Me*
Grand Haven (Special) — Mrs. low stage of July, 1934.
Fulton St. aide of the building.
evening.
iness conductedat the meeting.
by city police for running a stop in the school If the campaign i>
dwnei Ed Rotman, Neal Cee Grace Vanden Berg, 78, died at
street.Each driver told police he successfulwork will begin ImmediDyke, George Zonnebelt, Henry the Rest Haven Convalescent
didn't see his cousin until too late ately on a new building at th#
Bos*, Frank Eby, Albert Bremer, home at 8:20 Tuesday. She was
corner of Ferry and Grant wher#
to avoid the crash.
Roy Cobb, Albert Bowman, Leon- bom in GraafschapDec. 5, 1871.
the school owns a square block of
She
moved
to
Grand
Haven
in
ard Kammeraad, Don Walters,
futility

Hope College

IflalSeojpian
h Accident

.

Sol

A

Schedules

Tour Planned

Aqua

Show

34 Men Slated

wT

Induction

«

^

^

Wednesday

^

Two Children Are Injured

Neal Sandy, Bert Walters, Henry
Sprick, Elmer Teusink, Henry
Vanderveen, and the Misses Patsy
Sandy and Mary Ann Teusink.
Mrs. Roy Cobb, Mrs. Donald
Walter and Mrs. Henry Vanderveen will be in charge of the party
next year.

Fulung ‘Ver, Slow’
Perch fishing at the pier was
reported “very stow” again today
at 1:30 p.m. du# to high water

*

1910 from Reeman, Mich. In 1946
she went to Muskegon to live with
a daughter, Mrs. Clarence C. Cook.
In October, 1947, she broke her hip
and since then has been in hospital* and the convalescent home.
Besides the daughter, she is survived by a son Albert F., owner
of Michigan SpecialtiesCo.’ in
Grand Haven; two sisters, Mrs.
Charles F. Barthold oi Kalamazoo
snd Mrs. Homer M. Eaton of Detroit, also several grandchildren.
Her huband, the late Dr. Peter
“
Vanden Berg, died In 192L

Two

children

were

treated at

ran into the street from behind a

Holland hospital Wednesday eve- parked car, and that he
ning for injuries received when
each was struck by a car during
the after-wprk rush of traffic
around 5 p.m.
Sharon Wessels. 6. of 142 East
15th St., was treated and released
after being hit by a car driven
by John Sienk, 21. of 194 West
17th St. The accident happened
on Columbia Ave, near 15th St
at 4:48 p.m..
Sienk told officersthat Sharon

in Traffic

didn’t

see her until too late to avoid the

accident

Jerome Houtman, 11,

son of

Edna Houtman, 201 Howard
was treated for body
bruise# and shock after his bi-

Mrs.

Ave,

a car driven by
Clarence Brower, 24, of route 2.
The accident happened at the.corner of River Ave. and Seventh
cycle ran into

St., at 5:15 pjn.

Brower told police he made a

•

.•rfiall-

Accidents

property.
The proposed eight-room school
fender.
Includes classrooms,a gymnasiumteach their children safety habits
At KoHen Park Sunday
No ticket was issued in either when crossing streets.
auditoriumunit, kitchen, library,
'
U "The old advice of ‘Stop, look Mr*. Alvina Gryoe of Oolvert, principal’soffice, teachers' conMeanwhile, Chief of Police Van and listen' is still sound.” he sdd- will speak at the regular Mission sultation room, radiant heating
Hoff warned parents to keep a ed.
service Sunday at 7:30 p.m. at plant It will accommodata350
close watch of their children dur- • He also warned motorists to be KoHen park. The Colvert Com- students. .
ing the heavy trafficperiods of on the lookout for children at all munity choir will provide music.
the day— at noon and between times. A little care exercised to
The choir also will sir* at the Dependency
4:30 and 5:30 pjn. when drivers prevent an accident is well worth hymn sing at 9 pjn. directed by.
Washington
are returning from work.
the effort, Van Hoff concluded.
Mrs. Gryce.
"Parent* should try to tend
Wednesday’s two accidents folIn case of rain the service wUl
their children to the store and on lowed closely after several o there be held at the mission and
other errands at times when the of «
.HJ.
• similar nature during the hymn ting at First
t«aic k UghC- V*a Hoff urged, last two i

The chief cautioned parents to Mission Service

and Jerome’s bicycle hit the rear

aeddent •

w

Planned

I
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local

Guardsmen

NSI

MissElinA. Veenschoten

Hang Overs Take

"Packing Gear”

‘C

'

IT

Title:

Married in Garden Rites

mm
For Encampment

In a garden wedding Saturday

Tonight

Final

afternoon at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Girard, Butternut

w.

Company D Joins 46th
Division For Grayling

Camp

Starting

Bi

~T*y*-*-

Saturday

er Michigan guardsmen who
be at the 15-day

46

m

th division en-

campment.
More than 1,000 vehicles of all
types will be in the caravan moving toward the Grayling destination Saturday. Most troops will

move

W
4

....................

mm

.

m

Schools Receive

5

a.m. Saturday. The local unit
some vacancies for qualified men between the ages of 17

Sales Tax

still has

Grand

35.

m

Sum

Haven

(Special)

It isn’t often that 80 neighbors are invited to a birthday party, but
of 1767 South Shore Dr. celebratedhis 85th.
birthday Sunday more than 80 of his VirginiaPark neighbors helped
him cut and eat his cake.
of his chief diversionsis piloting
his 29 foot cruiser, the Pauline, for/lshing or Just leisure cruiseson

—

tributed to the various schools in

ficer, Capt. Russell

Ottawa county on the basis of
$6.01 per census child. The
amount covers the quarter from
April 1 to June 30. There are 18,530 children in county schools.
Among the units to benefit are

encampment Competitive athletics always have interested the

the following:
Holland city, 3,460 children,
$20,794.60; Zeeland city, 1,134
children, $6,815.34;Grand Haven
city, 2,104, $12,645.04.

when Charles G. Johnson

One

Lake Macatawa or Lake Michigan.

Kempker^ reports the locals are looking forward to field firing of all weapons during the first week of the

local boys. Last year some play-

ed on the camp’s championship Is
softball and volley ball teams. “
The second week will be devoted to field problems. The guards
will live out In the open and work
on defense and attack problems.
Sgt John Kempker predicted ihat
D company will eat only the best
as usual this year.

Ver Hey Pitches

Neat One-Hitter

Year-Old Resorter
an Avid Boatman

8 5-

"How

Almost any good day, Charles
G. Johnson, summer resident of
Virginia- Park, who was 85-on

It might well be uld that Pvt Robert L Young, 20, of Pullman, Is
"living on borrowed time.” Young, Saturday relatedto frontline cor-

reipondenta in Korea how he escaped from hla North Korea captore just at hit executioner pulled the trigger. He grabbed hli atsailant’a rifle and got out of enemy territory wearing a South Korean farmer's clothes. Thla la the latest picture that hla parents
have of their son. Robert it the youngest eon of Roecoe and Alta
Young who live two and a half mllsa northwest of Pullman. The

photo was submitted by Clyde Luman, manager of the H-T-S general store In Pullman.

Georgetowntownship district
1.99, $594.99; No. 2, 39, $234.39;
No. 3, 133, $799.33; No. 4 frl, 73,
$438.73; No. 5, 180, $1,081.80;
No. 6, 188, $1,129.88; No. 7 frl.,
509, $3,059.09;No. 8 frl., 50, $300
50; No. 9. 110, $661.10; No. 10
frl., 52, $312.52.
Holland township No. 1, 71
Sailors and landlubber* will
$426.71; No. 2, 252, $1,514.52;No.
mingle at the informal Dock Wal3, 145, $87L45; No. 4, 143, $859
43; No. 5 frl, 151, $907.51; No. lopers’ ball Saturday night at the
6 frl., 207, $1,244.07;No. 7, 249, Macatawa Bay Yacht club. Plans
$1,496.49;No. 9 frl., 484, $2,908 for the gala event were made at
84; No. 10 frl. 78, $468.78; No. 11
committee meeting Tuesday
frl., 54, $324.54; No. 13, 108,
night at the clubhouse.
$649.08.
Mr. and Mrs. James White are
Olive township No. 1 frl, 33,
general chairmen. On their com$198.33; No. 2, :6, $276.46; No.
mittee are Mr. and Mix. William
3 frl., 62, $372.62; No. 4, 32, $192.32; No. 5 frl, 89, $534.89; No. 9 Jesiek, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

MBYC

about going for a spin on

the lake?"

Holland Furnace

Sunday, will take his 29-footcruiser, the Pauline, out of the boathouse and invite his neighbors to
ride or go fishing.
His love of boats and the water
dates bade to when he was a small
boy in Sweden. He was born in
All good things must come to an
Karlstad, Wermland, Sweden in
1865. A journeyman instrument end. The hunpaging Holland Furmaker by trade, he won the Swed- nace nine ended Sunocos’ unbeaten

Snaps Sunocos

Unbeaten String

by Car

St., when he struck the child. He
Girard, gave her in marriage. She
wore a white nylon eyelet gown told police he didn’t see the boy,
and didn't know he hit him until
with a Victorianneckline, short

County TreasurerFred Den Herder has received $111,365.30in
state sales tax returns to be dis-

Company D's commandingof-

a

Overs

When

Tigers
Jets .....................
3
Blue Hornets ........................2
Left Overs ...........................
2
South Siders ........................0

by rail. A total of 258 pas-

Saturday, Aug. 18 and Sunday
Aug. 19 are visitors days in camp.
Gov. Williams will review the
troops at a parade Saturday afternoon. On Sunday, he will give
the annual memorial address in
honor of guardsmen who died
while in service.

playoff game.
Ray Haviland and Dave Rumsey
led the winners with four hits and
Bob Westerhofhad three as the
winners stepped into a commanding lead in the early innings. Lyle
Shippa hurled a five-hitterwith
Rumsey behind the plate.
Final Standings

Hang

senger, baggage and flat cars
have been scheduled for the move.
Company D has 70 men scheduled for the entrainment at the
local depot at 9 p.m. Friday. The
remainderof the company, some
39 men, will L^ve by truck at'

and

Broken leg

baseball league championship

will

Larry Van Wieren

schoten became the bride of Abe
Moerland.The bride's parents are
the Rev. and Mr*. H. M. Veen- Gets
schoten of Chang Chow, Amoy,
China. The groom is the son ot
Mrs. Jessie Moerland of Grand
Hit
tapids.
The Rev. William Van’t Hof
Larry Van Wieren, three and a
read the double ring wedding
half year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
ceremony at 5 p. m., in an archway entwined with vines and Elmer J. Van Wieren of Daytofl,
Queen Anne’s lace against a back- O., is In Holland hospital with a
ground of garden flowers. Miss broken right leg and body bruises
Ruth Koeppe, vocalist, sang “Ich after being hit by a car at the
Uebe DJch,’’"Because," 'Through
corner of River Ave. and Eighth
the Years" and 'The Lord’s PrayS.
shortly after 11 a.m. Tuesday.
er.” Miss Doris Adams, organist,
played the traditional wedding Larry’s younger sister, (iayle,
was examined at the hospitaland
marches.
Mrs. James Moerland attended released. She was crossing the
the bride as matron of honor and street with her brother, but poJames Moerland was best man. lice had no immediate report that
Ushers were Bob Collins and Rus- she was struck by the car.
Charle. L. Dolenberger, 33, of
sel Girard.
Because the bride’sparents are Grand Rapids, was making a left
now In China, her uncle, Mr. turn easi from River to Eighth

13-3 to cop the city recreation “C

Holland’s D company already is
"packing its gear" for the Michigan National Guard encampment
which starts at Grayling Saturday.
Company D will join 8.000 oth-

Dr

their niece, Miss Elin Avis Veen

Led by some lusty hitting the
Hang Overs trounced the Tigers

Group Makes Plans

For Dock Wallopers ’ Ball
Personals

he heard a woman on the sidesleeves, fitted bodice and full
walk scream.
skirt. She carried a colonial style
Police said Larry -was crossing
bouquet including small white with the "walk" light when struck.
rosebuds around a white orchid.
Immediatelyafter the accident,
The matron of honor wore a Larry was picked up by his parlight green organdy gown of balents and passers-by who halted a
lerina length styled like the car and took him to the hospital
bride’s. She carried a colonial
Riding in the car with Dolenbouquet of pink and white roses. berger, a machinist, was his own
About 75 guests attended the young child.
garden reception.Red, white and
Listed as witnesses to the acciyellow gladioli were placed about dent were Mrs. Ruth Baker and
the Jawn for a garden effect. The Ulisse Del Piero, Detroit,who was
bridal table was decoratedwith painting a store front at the
pink and white gladioli.
time. Del Piero told officers the
Serving the guests were the right front wheel of the car passMisses Pauline Van Duine, Mur- ed over the boy’s body.
iel Droppers ,and Sallie Ann LawDolenbergerwas given a ticket
son.

Mr. and Mrs. Moerland left on
a wedding trip to the Upper Peninsula. For traveling, the bride
wore a pastel summer sheer dress
with white accessories.Upon
their return about Aug. 12 they
will live at 2037 76th, Byron
Center.

Mrs. Moerland has attended
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
The Rev. and Mrs. Andrew Hope college for two and a half
Helko of DuPont, Pa., have left years. She Is a member of Delta
Phi sorority. She plans to conHolland after spending several

way

for failure to yield right of
to a pedestrian..

Van Wieren

is

a branch manThe

ager for Holland ^Fumace Co.

family are former Holland

resi-

dents.

Store Operator

56

Dies at

tinue her education in the fall.
weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mr. Moerland Is a graduate of
William G. S. Mackay, 56, of
Mrs. Albert Van Faasen. Before Hope, where he la a member of 372 West 16th St., died at 9:30
Zealand— Friday is •'Bill Ver ish Manufacturers Guild silver string Monday night at the Fourth
returninghome, the Helkos will Cosmopolitanfraternity.In Sept- a.m. Tuesday in Holland hospital
Hey Night1* in Zeeland. But you medal for constructinga reed St. diamond in a convincing fashember, he will teach and coach at where he had undergone major
Stewart,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
would have thought it was last organ in 1886.
visit his parents, Mr. and’ Mrs.
ion, blasting the first and second 73
Byron Center high school
Charles and his brother. Axel,
Van Tongerer,Mr. and Mrs. E. T.
night as Bill led the Zeeland Chix
surgery Saturday.
Park township No. 1 frl, 45,
John Helko, of Massillon, Ohio,
round class B champs 8-0.
Holmen, Bill Lowry, Jr., and Miat
to a 14-0 slaughterof Coopersville. came to the United States in 1888
He was born in Monmouth$270.45;
No.
2,
195,
$1,171.95;
No.
F. Vanden Beldt pitched sterlfor aeveral days.
Irene Boer
Bill pitched a one-hitter,struck a year after another brother,
shire, Wales, and came to this
3, 100, $601.00; No. 4 frl, 323, $1,ing
two-hit
ball
for
the
winners
Capt. Guy Punches of Adrian
Accordingto Mrs. Donald Winout 14, making a total of 74 strike- John Hjalmar, came over to work
country in 1920 to settle in St
while his mates pounced on Joe 941.23; No. 8 frl, 213, $1,280.13.
Police
ter, chairman of the decorations visited Holland National Guard
outs In five games, an average of at the furnituretrade.
Louis, Mo. In 1935 he moved to
Port
Sheldon,
No.
1,
28,
$168
Boreas and Case Veldman for 10
After working for severalGrand
committee, nautical signal flags
more than 14 per tilt. The only
Holland with his family and operCo. D Monday night at the Arm
solid blows to lambast the champ*. 28; No. 2 frl, 46, $276.46; No. 3
and life preservers featuringthe
hit off him was a triple in the Rapids furniture companies the
ated Mackay’s confectioneryon
frl,
58.
$348.58.
The win gives the Furnace boys
Johnson brothers started their
seventh.
names of the 60-plus MBYC boats ory. Capt Punches is adjutant of
Self
West 16th St.
Robinson, No. 1, 65, $390.65;
undisputed
first place in thirdthe
first
battalion
of
the
126th
Inwill carry uot the theme. Assisting
Not only on the mound did Ver own company in 1903.
Surviving are the wife, Mary
round
class B standingsand a No. 2, 45, $270.45; No. 3 frl, 95,
In 1922 the company emerged
Hey enjoy success but he pounded
Mrs. Winter are Mrs. David Gier, fantry regiment. He was to leave
Jane;
two daughters, Margaret
favorite role for the third-round $570.95; No. 4. 61, $366.61; No.
today for Kalamazoo.
out two doubles.Sherwin Louana as the Johnson, Handley, Johnson
Mrs. H. J. Thomas and Mrs. James
and Mary Jane; a son, William L,
title.
5, 51, $306.51; No. 6 frl, 52, $312.Mr. and Mrs. Willard Van Dyke
led the Chix with a homer and Co., of which Charles still is presiBrooks.
all at home; four brothers, James
The winners started fast with 52; No. 7, 17, $102.17.
two doubles.Jack Sheridan added dent. A son, Earl, is general manAn
18-piece orchestra complete ’and family returned last week to
of England, Wilson and Ben of St.
two runs in the first on two bases
Zeeland township, No. 2, 120,
Santa
Ana,
Calif.,
after
visiting
Grand Haven (Special) — Gorager.
three hits.
on balls, an error and a hit by $721.20; No. 3, 107, $643.07; No. with novelty numbers and a voca relatives and friends in Holland. don Granata, 26, of Tiffin, O., shot Louis, Mo., and Daniel of Wood
Boats, both sail and power boats
Ver Hey is scheduledto face
list from Tecumseh win be furnishRiver, 111., and two sisters, Nettie
Bill De Haan.
4 frl., 108, $649.08; No. 5 frl, 38,
They stayed at the home of Mrs. and killed himself with a pistol and Mrs. Catherine Hemingway
the Grand Rapids Black Sox in have interestedJohnson since he
They added five more in the sec- $288.38; No. 7, 64, $384.64; No. ed by Ray Herrick, summer resi- Vina Meyers, 359 River Ave.
as Grand Haven state police or- of New Zealand.
Friday’s tussle. The victory gives built his first nine-foot sailboat in
dent of Macatawa park.
ond, two on a homer by Corky 8 frl, 75, $450.75.
Mrs. Donald Moody and children dered him to the aide of the road
the Chix a 13 won, seven lost re- Sweden. He later owned a 27-foot VVeener. And they closed the scorShip’s bells will ring at halfFuneral services will be held
cord for the season.
Swedish Snipe or double-ender.He ing with a single tally in the
hour intervals as signals for the of Delton are spending several for questioning about three miles Friday at 2 p.m. from Nibbelinkhas had his present boat for 10 third. Bill Franks was the big Trio Arrested on Beer
group to join in good old sea chan- daya at the home of Mr. and Mrs. north of Muskegon Friday.
Notier funeral chapel with the
Leon Moody, 237 West 11th St.
Granata ordered $3.90 worth of Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffmaster offiyears.
ties like "Blow the Man Down.”
man with the stick, pounding out Counts in Grand Haven
Mel Beams, roommate of Clarke gas from a station at Hart and ciating.Burial will be in Pilgrim
Reservationsfor the dinner at
three safeties while Weener and
Grand Haven (Special) — Paul 8 pm. are being made at the club- Anderson at Kent school, Kent, drove off without paying for it. Home cemetery. Friends may call
Justin Vander Zwaag each had a
Two Motorists Pay
Graham, Jr., 21, Grand Rapids, house.
Conn., who has been visiting at The state police acted in response at the chapel Thursday from 2 to
pair.
the Anderson cottage at Maca- to a call from Hart police that the 4 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.
Twin Traffic Fines
The Holland Merchant* made was sentenced to pay $25 fine and
$4.85 costs in Justice T. A. Hustawa Park, left by plane for car headed south on US-31.
Plans Picnic
just four hits but those four,
Cleveland with Clarke Field, of
Granata shot himself in the
Two drivers paid two fines and coupled with four Moose errors ted's court Monday on charges of
furnishingbeer to minors and Steffens
head as officer Armond LeCteur Meteor Enters
Macatawa, Monday.
one paid one fine in Municipal was good for an 8-3 victory.
The Ottawa, Allegan and Kent Court Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Daley opened the car door after forcing The tanker Meteor entered
Vern Sikkema was the winner. throwing bottles on the street.
county units of the Michigan
His companion,Kenneth Poedand daughter, 'Nancy, of Aurora, him to a halt. Granata died Sat- Holland harbor at 8:10 p.m. MonRussell Girard, 740 Butternut Jason De Vries of the Moose was
Farmers Union will hold their anDr., paid $12 fine and costs for the only player to get two hits in er, 18, also of Grand Rapids,
111., returned Sunday after visiting urday at Hackley hospital in Mus- day and left at 9:20 a.m. Tuesday.
nual picnic Aug. 19, according to
She carried 1.75 million gallons
charged with drinking beer in a Central in
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. John kegon.
speeding, and $2 fine and cost for the game.
Mrs. H. J. Kruidhof,committee
car and with throwing bottles on
Notes found in the car were ad- of gasoline for Globe refinery
driving with an expired operator’s
Knell, South Shore Dr.
secretary.
Steffens Food Market kept rollthe street, was sentencedto pay
Miss Mary Bosch, daughter of dressed to his wife, Dorothy and
license. Myron De Jorvge, route 6,
The outing will be held at the
ing right along in quest of the Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Bosch, is one of his children,and the third
$15 fine and $4.85 costs.
paid two $1 parking fines.
Allendale township hall grove
softball spending the week at Camp Gen- regagded his possessions. CollecA third young man, Donald L. second-round class
Ellsworth E. De Haan, ?24 Wset
starting at 10 a.m., Mrs. Kruidtion sheets from the Tiffin Dairy
(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
LaFongsee,
18. also of Grand crown with a 7-1 victory over eva on Lake Michigan.
13th St., paid $12 fine and casts
hof announced, and will include a
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. George Howell, Co. were found in the car.
Miss
Louise De Kleine of Rapids, charged with drinkingin Wesleyan Methodist Tuesday
for interferingwith through trafprogram of speaking, sports and
29 East 9th
Rhone 3699
Drenthe sang two solos at the a car and throwing bottles on the night at the Fourth St diamond. who have been guests of Mr. and
fic.
entertainment arranged by the
Central
Avenue
kept
pace
by
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
Mrs. R. C. Bosch at Castle Park,
Sunday evening service here.
street, failed to appear in court
Youth Who Took Purse
picnic committee.Children'sconThe Rev. Mansen uSbd for his today. Instead, he reported to edging Maple Avenue 4-3.
returnedMopday for their home
Gilbert Vander Water, Mgr.
tests and a ball game will be held. Former Holland Man
Preston Bos authored a four- in New Brunswick,N. J.
sermon topics Sunday: "A Two- duties with the Air Force.
b
Put
on
Probation
Herbert Rolphs, vice president
fold Coming” and “Callingand
Mr. and Mrs. John Krol, 143
The three were arrested early hitter for Steffens as Norm Japof the national Farmers Union, Dies in Wisconsin
Doing."
inga and Jerry Kruithofclubbed Highland Ave., and Mr. and Mrs.
Grand Haven (Special) — EdSunday
morning
near
the oval
will be the main speaker, and
homers. Kruithof, Japinga and A1 C. Van Dyke, of Zeeland, have re- ward C. Schmidt, 17, route 2,
Herman Anthony Weyschede, Baptism will be administered
Mrs. Harris,youth program workDozeman each had two hits for turned from a trip through north- Grand Haven, who pleaded guilty A Candidate
49. formerly ot Holland, died un- at the next Sunday morning serer, will speak.
Driver Found Innocent
ern Michigan.
the winners.
July 31 to a charge of entering
expectedly Saturday morning at vice.
Refreshments will be sold on his home near Land O Lakes, Wis.
Louis De Waard, 598 Maple without breaking, was put on pro- for
Miss Elaiqe Tubergenand Frank
The
Central-Maple
struggle
On Charge of Speeding
the grounds. President S. P. Marwent eight innings before Central Ave., underwent an appendectomy bation for three years when he
He had had a heart ailment for Buys, Jr, were united in marriage
Your present
tin will be chairman for the day. several years.
at the Cutlervillechapel last FriFlorence Van Ommen, route 3, pushed across the winning tally. Saturday evening at Holland hos- appeared in circuit court MonRepresentative,
All Farmers Union members
day. Conditionsof the probaHe jived in Holland until 21 day evening.
was found not guilty on a speeding Skeeter Bouman’s double scored pital. His condition is good.
and their friends are invited, Mrs. years ago, when he moved to OshClare E. HoffMr. and Mrs. John Veech enter- tion provide he pay $3 a month
Helen Yonker has returned charge at MunicipalCourt hear- Rog Zil
Kruidhof said.
man, who has
kosh. Wis., where he operateda home from the hospital after un- ing Monday.
marker.Zuidema was the winner tained a group of Castle Park re- oversight fees and make restiturestaurant
sorters Monday evening at their tion of $200 at a rate of not less
dergoing an appendectomy.
convictions,the
on
a
three-hitter.
Paul
Vanden
The speeding count grew out of
Erma Deters, Gertrude Yonker an accident July 14 on 16th St. Brink had three hits for the win- cottage at the park.
than $5 a month.
Five Drivers Appear
courage to exMembers of the VFW Auxiliary The youth is alleged to have
and Elaine Vander Poppen, are Mrs. Van Ommen was represented ners.
press them and
In Municipal Court
will have a potluck supper at Kol- taken a purse containing $4 from
leaving on Thursday for Estes by George Van Peeursem, while
the determine
len
park
Thursday
at
6:30
pm.
In
Park, Colo, where they will at- Judge O. S. Cross appeared for the
the Henry Berg home in Grand
lan Changes Plea, Pays
tion to servo
Five drivers appeared on trafcase of rain or cold weather, the Haven township July 17.
tend the National Christian En- ‘people.Municipal Judge Cornelius
fic charges in MunicipalCourt
first the Inteiv
event will be held at the VFW| He Informed the court he had
deavor conference
'ine on Profanity Count
vander Meulen presided &t the
Monday.
club house.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Eding an- hearing.
entered the house on other occa- esta of our own country.
Harold S. Goodyke, Zeeland,
Mr. and Mrs. James Smeenge sions and had taken approximateGrand Haven (Special)
nounce the birth of a daughter,
Nominate him September 12.
paid $12 fine and costs for failCharles Keller, 69, route 1, Spring and children,Barbara and Jimmy, ly $200.
Glenda Ann, born at the Zeeland
Elect him in Nevember.
ure to yield right of way. Earl E.
Hospital on July 27.
Lake, who was to have appeared of Miami, Fla., left for home toGarrett, 136 East 14th St., paid $5
in Justice George Hoffer’s court day after visiting here for three
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Schipper
Fourth District
fine and costs for failure to obMonday for
trial on a weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Luke
and Mrs. and Mrs. John Boerman
Congressional Commlttea
serve assured dear distance.Carl
attended a Detroit Tiger-Yankee
charge of using profane and in- Knoll, 316 Lincoln Ave., and other
W. Price, 244 East Eighth St.,
PoL Adv.
baseball game In Detroit Thursdecent language in the presence relatives.
paid $4 fine and costs for ronning
day. They aL«o visited Belle Isle.
of women and children, pleaded
« red light.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Freeman
guilty Saturday afternoon and Open Dental Office
$1 parking fines were
and Thelma are gone on a week’s
wes sentencedto pay $10 fine and
Zeeland (Special)— A Christian
G. Van Noord, D.D.S., is
Harold G. KnoU, 176*4 East 18th
vacation. They plan to go to the
$6.25 costs. He was arrested by
h i
' .I**** .
fm
opening an office for general prac- school rally will be held Friday,
SC, and Walter -Van Slombrauck.
WisconsinDells and Upper Michistate police on complaint of Mrs.
Aug.
18,
at
Lawrence
Street
City
•
Grant Rathman of Spring Lake tice of dentistry at 15 West Eighth park. The event will be sponsored
St. Monday. A Grand Rapids man,
Hospital Notes
Mr. and Mrs. H. Dannenberg
township.
he was graduated from Loyola by the Zeeland Christian school
(From Friday's Sentinel)
had as guests for a few days their
John A Franca villa, 22, Lincoln
University Dental school in Chi- PTA, with C Karsten, president,
Admitted to Holland hospital
daughter and son-ih-law and fampark near Detroit, paid $20 fine
cago
last June. He is married and serving as general chairman.
Thursday were Ben Bergman, 267
ily from Joliet, 111.
and $4.80 costs on a charge of
The rally will begin at 5 p.m.
has two children and the family
East 14th St, jack Marema, 1665
The childrenof Mrs. Jane BrowDON'T KSITATETO APPLT TO
failure to Identify himself after e
with
a youth hour scheduledfor
wiH
live
at
199
East
35th
St
Mrs.
Martindale,Grand Rapids; Aner came home last Saturday equipproperty damage accident. On a
OS WHEN TOD NEED A LOAN
6 pjn. The main program will be.. ’
' •
drew Van Fleeren; 126 Aniline
ped with pails and brushes and
charge of improper overtaking Noord is the foiroer Ruth Hertel gin at 7:30 pjn. and will feature
We will nuke a 935 loan jnat at
of
Grand
Rapids,
a
niece
of
Aid.
Ave * CliffordPlakke, 591 Lakepainted
the
entire
house
of
their
V.
Xi&jl
quick aa w# will a larger one. Your
and passing, he paid $4 fine and
a quiz, music and a speaker. On
wood Blvd.
mother in one day.
Arnold
W.
Hertel of Holland.
aignatureand incoma are the chit!
$2 costs. He was arrested by state
display will be articlesmade by
Miss Rosalie J. Vander Wege
ccurity requirement*.
Mr. and Mrs. John Boerman
*>i«chargedThursday were Mrs.
police
Sunday
afternoon
followA
email pah of your income etch
the
school
circles
for
school
beneMr. and Mrs. Peter J. Vander and Nancy where guests of Mr.
Arthur Nichok and infant, route
month will repar a loan. Special
ing an accident in Zeeland town- enter the National Water Ski fit during the last year.
Wege, 240 West 20th St, an- and Mrs. Neil De RMder on Sunterm*
are availableto farm ere or
4: Mr*. Gerald Bobeldyk and intournament this week-end.
*hip.4
nounce the engagement of their day. They took their son, David,
. Committee appointments Include
other peraona with aeaaoaable infant, 432 Rifle Range; Mrs. Leoncome.
Lewis Withey and Bob Sligh, Gary Otte program chairmar, asdaughter, Rosalie J., to John H. home. He spent a week visiting
Loana quickly and privatelymade
ard Swartz and infant, 106 West
former National Open champions, sisted by G. Micbmershulren, John
Klejs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Benja- in Grand Rapids.
Macatawa Water Skiers
11th St.; Mrs. Marian Bergsma,
will join the group later this Gras, Isaac Haak and the Rev.
min Kleis, 144 East 14th St. Miss
Some Puerto Rican field workCheny, Zeeland.
gation.Cull, phone or write—
Vie in National Meet
Martin Bolt; canteen, Mrs. Menno
Vander Wege is a student nurse at
Miss Donna Mae Eastman
• included a son, Douglas BJoteett hospital,Grand Rapids. ers have arrived in the village to
Liz Sharp will try to regain her Vander Kooi, chairman, Mrs. Al,
Mr. and Mrs. Budd Eastman,
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Kleis is a student at Moody help harvest the pickle crop.
Charles R. SUgh Jr. president
junior championship,which she Hofman, Mrs. Joe Waldyke, Mrs.
214 Scotts
the en- .the American Water Ski asaoda- could not defend last year beVander KoHc, 50 East Bible institute.
^ Dr., announce
J
Harvey Kouw, Mix, Joe. Lamer,
Differences of one-millionth of
St; § daughter,Verna
cause of an' injured knee. Patri- Mrs. L. Mannes; second canteen,
an inch can be detected by instruiS,,
today to Mr. and Mis.
cia was runner-up in the juniors Alvin Stephenson,chairman; AlOklahoma is an Indian won! ments used by the
‘l KWt* 5,
laat year, but will be competingin bert Mannes, Melvki Achterhof, Al
meaning beautiful countiy."
of standard*.
the Women’s divisionthis year.
Md Simon Krol

Halt Car,
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Building Activity Started Last

Week

Summer Camp;

Final preparations are underway for the two-weeksummer encampment of Michigan National
Guard at Grayling beginning next

pair.

The first week of August followed the precedentset by the
month of July, when building ictlvity dipped from the June level.
Permits issued:
Florence De Pree, 48 West 13th

Saturday.

Warrant Officer Oscar Van Anrooy of Co. D, 126th Infantry Re-

giment, revealed today that the
Holland outfit has openings for 12

new

dences. All country roads will ba
ginning on the

Win New Honors

Mess Instruction Set

St., repair and enlarge kitchen, in-

stall cupboards, enclose front
porch, build 10 by 11 addition to
kitchen; using frame, cement,
cement block, asphalt roof, glass
and sash; $2,500; self, contractor.
Dale Fris, 68 East 28th St., construct garage and breezeway, garage 12 by 23, breezeway12 by 18,
using frame, cement and asphalt
roof, $1,500; A. J. Cook Lumber

enlistees.

Co. D usually has been filled
to the limit with enlistments, but
four men joined the Air Force,

and seven are receiving disVan Ahrooy said. The

charges,

other spot was open before this
week.
Those who enlist now still are
eligible for the Grayling camp, he

Co., contractor.

Is

placing numbers on all rural real-

known as avenues and streets. BeVan Buren county
line on the south the work has
been completed to the lakeshore
on the west. It is acheduled to
complete work to the Ottawa line
by September. Each township is
worked separately.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Warren
and two daughters have returned
Spring Lake walked off with some
from a vacation trip to Chicago,
of the first-day honors In the Sault Ste. Maria and Mackinac
handicaprace Friday.
Island.
Bill Jesiek’s Lawlcy, sailed by
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Bigelow of
Pete Van Domelen took first, Benton Harbor were week-end
Jack van der Velde came in third guests of their uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mary Stewart placed seventh and Mrs. Keith Bushee.
in a field of 35 boats.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bale
Also competing from the local visited Lacey Bale at Fairmount
club are Peter Sears, Jack Ho- hospital,Kalamazoo, Sunday and
beck, Ann Lowry, W. Canute, the report his condition as critical.
Pollock brothers and Rickey Linn.
Dick Den Uyl has returnedto
Points arc awarded in each race Holland after spending three
and trophies awarded after final weeks with his cousin, Bobby
races on Sunday.
Bushee.
Serving on the regatta commitMr. and Mrs. George Mechem
tee from Holland arc Commodore returned home Monday after
Lewis Withey, Charles Stewart spending a week with their daughand Peter Van Domelen, Jr.
ter, Mrs. Harry Becker at Battle

Macatawa Boats

Company Hat Twelve
Vacancies Now Open;

(From Saturday’s Sentinel)]
Consumers Power company

Dips Below Past Standards

Building activity inaugurated
during the last week took a severe
dip by standards of previous
months, figures released by Building Inspector Joseph P. Shashaguay and City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed today revealed.
Only 14 building permits were
issued last week— including nine
for re-rooflng— for a low total
Macatawa Bay Yacht club boats
valuation of $6,279. The other five entered in the Western Michigan
permits were for remodel and re- Yachting association regatta at

Openings Listed

Fennville

Two

stirring upsets marked
Holland Recreation tennis tourney
play over the week-end and saw
new champions crowned in the
younger divisions.
Ken Etterbeek scored the biggest surprise when be cut down
second-seeded Bob Hershel in the
second round of men’s plsy, 6-3,
8-6. Hershel, two-time champion^
and needing a win to retire tha'
trophy,was the first seeded player
to drop.
In another upset, Tom Evenrude
ousted Dave Moran from Junior’s
play, in a tough three-setmatch,
9-7, 4-6, 7-5. Evenrude will meet
Peter Paulus in the finafe which
are set for 4 p.ra. Tuesday on tha
21at St. courts.
In Boys Under 12, Lester Overway-Paul Dykema won the doublet crown by eliminating Jim
Vander Poel-Tom Ragaim, 64),
6-1,

Sally Damson -Joyce Harbin
took the Girls Under 15 doubles
Creek.
The first Holland contingent to
championship by winning from
reach camp will be the delegation
Mrs. Milton Anderson, who has Mary Sanger-MicklePoest on a
self, contractor.
to a three-day pre-camp mess
been a wheel chair invalid for forfeit
Bert De Haan, 234 West 19th Traffic
school prior to the regular session.
many years broke her leg in a fall.
Mary Lou Van Dyke— Marleen
St., glass in porch, using frame
Maj. William Sikkel, of battalion
She is being cared for In her Koning advanced to the Girls IShome.
headquarters,will be in charge
and glass, $200; Thomas StraatIS doubles finals by winning from
sma, contractor.
of the school, with Sgt. Spencer
M/Sgt. Paul Newnham, wife Sally Damson -Norena Harbin, 6-0,
Listed by
Van Alsburg of Co. D as adminisLewis Wierda, 28 East 18th St.,
and daughter, Elizabeth Ann, are 6-2.
Mrs. Wiegerink instructor,with Washington school children
trative non-com.
repair floor and install cupboard,
scheduled to arrive here this week.
In women’s doubles, Virginia
Seven drivers appeared before
Those from Co. D attending will
using frame, $100; self, contracSgt. Newnham, who has been at Stagg-Barbara Stagg def. DamPark
township JusticeC. C. Wood
tor.
be Sgt. Horace H. Troost and Ret.
Dowry field. Denver, Colo., has son-Harbin, 6-0, 6-2. Betty Scheplast week on traffic violation
Kenneth W. Schippers.The school
Roofing permits issued:
been assignedto 2i years over- ere-Pat Myers def. Elanore Felght- .
charges.
will begin Wednesday, and it will
H. Mouw, 126 Columbia Ave.,
seas duty in Germany. Mrs. Newn- Elaine Feight, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3; and
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Paying
fines were:
$225.
last until Friday. The mess perham and daughterwill make their Costan-Woodruffdef. Van DykaMrs. Glodys Gooding and daughErne Meidema. route 1, Byron
sonnel then will remain at GrayMiss B. Bishop and Miss C.
home with her parents, Mr. and Koning, 3-6, 8-6 6-2.
ter, Miss Myrth Gooding, will leave
Center,
$17
fine
and
costs for
ling for the camp session.
Hawes, 112 East 22nd St., $300.
Mrs. Robert Keag.
Men’s Singles:
Monday
for the third annual hisspeeding.
After school is out, Sikkel re • One of the most popular feaMartin’sStore, 8 West Eighth
Philip Bale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Favored Roger Bnmsell def. Dr.
toric tour for Allegan county
Kenneth
Kalkman,
632
Laketurns to his job as training officer tures of the Summer Playground
St., $200.
Ned Bale, will leave this week for Champion, 6-3, 5-7, 6-3; Pauh»
teachers. The group includes 35
wood
Blvd.,
$12
fine
and
costs
for
for battalion,and the others will
McBride Building,194 River
a week’s Scout trip to Mackinac def. John Ligtvoet, 6-3, 6-1; Ray
program which ended Friday was
teachers from the county. They exexcessive motorcycle noise.
take over their regular chores.
Ave., $200.
Island.
Humbert def. Bruce Bouman, 6-2,
pect
to
be
gone
two
weeks
and
been
the
handicraft
instruction
by
Bernard
E.
Moody,
Gun
Lake,
The troops leave Holland Aug.
C. W. Blom, 18 West Eighth
Mrs. Lillie Boersema of Royal 9-7; and M. K. Disbrow def. Dick
will
visit
historical
spots,
includ$12 fine and costs for failure
11, and arrive the next day. Leav- Mrs. Gerrit Wiegerink. With emSt., $190.
Oak is spending two week* with Hamilton, 64), 6-3.
ing Niagara Falls, Johnson,N.Y.,
to have car under control.
ing by truck will be 41 officers phasis on leather work. Mrs. WieM. Baas, 242 East 16th St., $195.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gretzinger.
Concord,
Boston,
Portland,
Maine,
gerink
has
spent
a
week
at
each
John
Boersen.
101
West
35th
and men, and the rest will travel
J. Visser, 148 East 17th St.,
Mrs.
Boersema formerlylived in
Quebec, Kingston and London, $199.
St.. $10 fine and costs for overof the four play centers to teach
by train.
the same neighborhoodwith her Large Crowd Attends
Ont. They will travel in euto carthe children to make a variety of
loaded
truck.
Pelon Sunocos withstood BarGeorge F. Page, 458 West 16th
late grandfather, George Strayer. Annual School Reunion
avan under the directionof Prof. St., $160.
George Fnrwell, route 4. $7
leather articles.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Harris and
ber Fords challenge, 2-1 in
Charles Starring from Western
Above, Dick Hilbink. left and
Mrs. E. Van Zylen, 88 West fine and costs for speeding at two childrenspent Sunday at CenA large crowd attended the another
softball
thriller
Saturday
Michigan
college.
his brother, David of Washington
state park.
19th St., $60.
treville with her uqcle and aunt, nual Pine Creek school reunion
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
school are making a pocketbook. night, and thereby won the second Mr. and Mrs. Guy Fisher and
Earl Newell. 220 West 16th St.,
The local Sunday school picnic They are shown punching holes in round class B race with an un family and Lena and Katherine The George Mooi Roofing com- fine and costs for double parking Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Cooney. En Saturday afternoon and evening
pany is the contractor for all the
route home they visitedMr. Har- at the school grounds.
will be held August 8 at Spring leather cases which they will
Fisher of South Lyons are spendat state park.
beaten slate.
roofing permits listed.
ris’ grandmother, Mrs. Emma
A program was presented, inGrove in Jamestown with supper weave together with leathcr.strips.
ing the week at the Sherman cotWilliam J. Critters.Grand RaCooney, who is confined to a hos- cluding group singing led by T.
Although
outhit by the losers, tage on the lake shore.
at 6:30.
Barbara Wagner, left, and Carpids, $5 fine and costs for runpital at Coldwater with a broken Klingenberg,barbershopquartet
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wabeke were lene De Witt get some pointers on 5-4, Sunocos took advantageof a
Gary Dresselhouse of Jackson is Wolbert Family Reunion
ning a stop street.
hip.
selectionsby the Haimaniacs,.
recent Sunday dinner guests of the process as Mrs. Wiegerink hit by VandeWater, a wild pitch, spending the week with his grandMrs. Carrie McKellipi Moore of piano solos by Leo De Pree and'
Held
at
Johnson
Park
Mr. am* Mrs. Milo Gerard of supervises the boys’ work.
an error and an outfieldfly to put parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye.
Texas has come to spend a couple accordion selectionsby Miss Jane
Grandville, celebrating Mrs. GerThe Lake Shore Farm Bureau The first Wolbert reunion was Robinson Township Gas
The playground program of the across the winning run in the
of months with her daughter, Mrs. Scully.A talk was given by Hina
ard’s birthday.
discussion
group
met
with
Mr.
and
Holland Recreation department seventh.
held Saturday at Johnson Park, Station Entered Again
Don Me Gee and other relatives Van Der Heuvel and Mrs. Mary
Golden Chain union meeting ended Friday morning with picnics Case Veldman was the winner, Mrs. George Curtiss Friday evenGrandville. About 100 relatives
here and at Saugatuck.
Van Lente Dekker gave a reading.
was held at Hughes Grove near for all the children. Joe Moran, Harv Vanderveen the loser.
ing.
Grand
Haven
(Special)— Van’s
were present from Grand Rapids,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Lloyd have Concluding the program were
Hudsonville Tuesday evening, July
director, reports one of the busiest
In a non-league clash Holland Mr. and Mrs. Forest Ensfield East Saugatuck, Kalamazoo, Service station, scone of four as guests for two weeks her three
25, with a ball game, wiener roast,
movies shown by G. Elhart
break-ins last year, was entered
years for the play leaders, with Furnace scored two big runs in and four children of Chicago
sisters and two brothers-in-law.
Election of officers was the
and a home talent program. The crowds numbering far more than the seventh to take the second spent last week in the home of his Zeeland and Holland.
again
Friday
and
a
quantity of
The oldest person present was
The two small sons of Mr. and principalbusiness of the day. ClifRev. John Pott and son, Jan, 150 a day at each school.
2-1 game of the evening over the uncle, O. L. Ensfield and family. John Atman, Sr., and the young- pennies and two boxes of candy
Mrs. James Marr oT Holland have ford Hopkins was named presiplayed a piano duet at the meetMr. and Mrs. Roy Nye and famwere taken.
Innovation this summer was the Fennville Merchants.
est, the infantdaughterof Mr. and
ing. The Vriesland C. E. received a
The station, owned by Marion returned home after staying with dent; Mrs. P. Heimenga,vice presaddition of specialists to the staff.
A base on balls to F. Vanden ily attended the Hethaway-Galvin Mre. Elmer Harmsen.
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. ident; Gerrit De Ruiter, treasurpicture for having the largest Each specialist, Mrs. Wiegerink,
Van
Slooten. is located on M-50
reunion
at
Gun
lake
Sunday.
Belt, and successive hits by Bill
After supper a business meeting
Ixniie Kluck, while their mother er; Mrs. A. Pommerening, adresspercentage present at Golden Mrs. Preston Shaffer, dramatics
at
the
120th
St.
intersection
in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jackson was held. It was decided that a
Franks and Wally Hasty won the
was In Holland hospital.
Chain meetings during the year.
ing secretary, and Miss Jeanette
instructor and Miss Jeannette struggle.VandenBeltwas the of Chicago visited friends here last reunion will be held the first Robinson township. A large rear
Mrs. Opal Bates of Kalamazoo Van Slooten, secretary. In appreThe Wyngarden family reunion Smith, baton twirling teacher,
week.
window
was
broken
to
gain
enwinning hurler. Hasty led the
Saturday in August each year.
and her cousin. Miss Margaret ciation of several years’ service
will be held at Huges Grove AugMr. and Mrs. George Hindeberg Officers elected were Elmer At- trance.
spent a week at each ol the seven-hit attack with three while
Supple of Danville,111., spent last in mailing of all reunion announce
ust 15 with a basket supper at
Sheriff’s
officers
and
state
poand
son
of
Chicago
visited
his
schools. Ken Van Wieren, tennis Franks had two.
man, president: Miss Hattie Wol5:45.
week with Mrs. Bates’ mother, menta, Mrs. Pommerening was
specialist, conductedan extended
The feature game of the week mother, Mrs. Abner Miller here bert, secretary, and William Van lice are investigating.
Mrs. Anna Abbotl and helped her presented a corsage.
Mrs. M. P. Wyngardenwas a
program of teaching tennis funda- should be tonight, when Sunocos for the week-end.
Huis, treasurer.
celebrate her 80th birthday anniWednesday afternoon guest of
Boy Scouts of the district were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Trevor
Nichols
mentals and techniqueto large and Holland Furnace, both with
The group gathered in the pa- Coal Boat Docks
versary.
Mrs. J. Peuler of Hudsonvil1*.
in charge of the canteen.
are
having
as
their
guest
her
groups.
3-0 records, clash for the league
vilion after the business meeting
The coal boat Sierra entered
Mrs. H. Vander Kolk has a new
Each Friday of the four- week lead in the early contest. Moose sister from Chicago for a few for a hymn sing led by Gerald Holland harbor at 3 am. SaturBell at the foot of the Kremlin
granddaughter,born to Mr. and
The Chicago Natural History
weeks.
session was feature day, when the faces the Merchants in the late
Vander Vusse and Elmer Atman. day carrying about (XX) tons for in Moscow is largestIn the world. museum was formerly known at
Mrs. John Brower of Drenthe on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Forest
W’edge
of
children
staged
special
shows.
Doll
game.
Devotionswere led by John At- Brewer’s. She left shortly after Bottom circumference is 68 feet, the Field Museum of Natural HisMonday, July 24.
Allegan visitedin the A. N. Larman, Jr.
noon Saturday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Gary De and pet shows, amateur contests,
height is more than 21 feet
tory.
sen home Friday. ‘
Witt and sons of Grand Rapids dress-upparades, variety shows, Double Shower Given
Miss
Doris
Starring
has
returnwere Thursday supper guests of an operetta and minstrel show,
ed to her work in Santa Anna.
and baton twirling contests and At John Walters Home
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
Calif., after spending several
Mr. and Mrs. John Pohler of exhibitionswere among the highweeks here with her parents, Mr.
lights.
Miss
Lillian
Walters
and
Miss
Zutphen were recent ‘Sunday evenand Mrs. Lee Starring.
Play
school
leaders
at
LongfelAngeline
Achterhof
were
guests
ing guests of Mr. and Mre. Silas
Mrs. Porter of Chicago was a
low school were Mrs. Joe Borman, of honor at a bridal shower given
Sal and famijy.
Ruest in the home of Mrs. P.
Mrs.
Gladys
Van
Huis,
Austin
Thursday
evening
at
the
home
of
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Boss, Sr.,
Hogancamp last week.
celebrated their 65th wedding an- Buchanan and Miss Kathryn De Mr. and Mrs. John Walters,
The annual reunion of the BelKoning;
at
Van
Raalte,
Mrs.
RusGraafschap
Rd.
niversary on Monday evening,
Games were played and prizes knap schoool will be held on the
July 31. Their anniversary was on sel Welch. Miss Jackie Boersma.
school grounds Sunday, Aug. 13.
Sunday, July 30. A wiener roast Russel Welch and Miss Mary awarded. A two-course lunch was
Pot-luck dinner at 1 p.m.
served.
Kooyers;
at
Washington
school,
was enjoyed with their children,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wallace
Invited were the Mesdames
grandchildren, and great grand Mrs. Clarence Wagner, Mrs. Max
Boersma, Fred Weiss and Miss John Klomparens, John Achter- and son, Michael, of Norfolk, Va..
children as guests.
The threshing machines and Joyce Baker, and at Lincoln, Mr. hof. Edward Boeve. Edd Rotman, and Mr. and Mrs. Leo Van Tassel
combines are busy with harvesting and Mrs. Carroll Norlin and Miss Bert Walters, Elmer Teusink. of Marquette are visitingthe woIsabelleSmeenge.
grain in this vicinity.
Neil Sandy, Donald Walters, men’s parents, Mr. end Mrs.
Peter Hoving, Albert Walters, George Loveridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Vander
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gannaway
Kolk and family of Grandville Bouwman Family Reanion Gerben Walters, Norman Waland children of Lockport, 111.,
spent Saturday at Mrs. H. Vander
ters, Harold Kuipers, Alden WalKolk’s farm.
Held at Overisel Grove
ters, Preston Brandsen, Charlie spent last week at a cottage at
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden
Van Houten, John De Young, Hutchins Lake.
Mrs. W. R. Hanes of Chicago
Ninety-tworelatives were pre- Dorothy De Young and the Misses
were Tuesday evening guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Brower of sent at the Frederick Bouwman Sylvia Achterhof. Dorothy Scharf is spending the week with her sister, Mrs. Rena Rhodes.
family reunion Thusday at Overi- and Marilyn Walters.
Drenthe.
Henry Carlson has gone to ChiGeorge Van Zoeren of Zeeland sel grove. Members came from
oflgo to spend several weeks with
assistedJohn Wyngarden with his Holland, Battle Creek, Martin,
his son, Fred Carlson and family.
farm work Saturday.
Overisel, Graafschap, Fremont, Diane Kruithoff Has
The Ladies’ Aid and Missionary Kalamazoo, Port Huron and. Lan- Party on Birthday
society win meet Thursday, Aug sing.
August Bride-Elect
10,.
After a ball game and basket
On Thursday, Diane Kruithoff,
John Van Regenmorter, Mr. and supper, games were played. Prizes daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Albert Honored at Shower
.
.
.
Mrs. Martin D. Wyngarden, Mr. were awarded children under five Kruithoff, 118 East 13th St., celeMiss Julia Smith, who will be
and Mrs. Carl Schermer attended years of age. Dona Bouwman was brated her third birthday anniverft
married this month to the Rev.
sa
funeral services of Nick Beyer of awarded a prize for being the sary. A lawn party was held at
Milford
Henkel,
of
Pittsburgh,
Drenthe at the Drenthe Christian youngest member present and the home of her parents.
You con choose between
You can choose between
Pa., was guest of honor at a misYou con choose betwean
Reformed church on Tuesday, July Joe Bouwman, the oldest.
18
Games were played and gifts cellaneous shower given Friday
25.
Styleline
and
Fleetline
styling
Automatic and Standard Drive
Other prizes were given to were presentedto the guest of
Hit
Bal Air and tha Convortlbla
m
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Sharon Velthuis, Linda Bouw- honor. Lunch was served and each evening at the home of Mrs. W. F.
Many an admiringglance will follow
Koeman, a son, on Saturday, July man, Larry Fuller, Sonja Bouw- child was presented a basket of A. Sawitzky, 243 West 22nd St.
You have an enviable choice of enAnd if k’s a sports model you want,
Mrs. A. Wierenga, Mrs. E. Boles
29.
you when you roll by in your new VA gincs and drives in Chevrolet, too.
man, Nelson Boeve, Tony Bouw- candy with a .mall gift.
&
here’s your ear! Choose the fleet,
and Mrs. Sawitzky were hostesses.
Mrs. C. Wabeke was a Satur- man, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Pardee
Chevrolet with Body by Fisher. That’s 18
Guests were Mr*. Henry KruitYou can buy a Chevrolet combining
Forty guests were invited to
fashionable,steel-toppedBel Air, with
day evening caller at the Gerry and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Keene.
hoff and Virginia, Mrs. Gary Jaar- the event.
true whether you choose a Chevrolet
Powcrglide Automatic Transmission*
Schermer home.
smart, racy lines, extra-widewindows,
In charge of the sports were da and Gary Lee, Mrs. Gerard De
Styklioemodel, with "notch back”
Gifts were presented to the
and 105-h.p. Valve-in-HeadEngine
Laverne Boss returned home Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Rutgers, Ridder and Jerry H., Mrs. E. Texand gray, kather-trimmed upholstery,
Va
bride-elect
in
a
room
decorated
in
styling,
as the designers call it, or a
Friday nighf from Ohio where he Mr. and Mrs. Karl Slayer, and er and Douglas, Ruth, Alan and
for the finest no-shift drivingat lowest
Va
the
wedding
color
scheme,
peach,
m and you’ll have the only car of its
attended school for a week on cen- Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence BouwChevrolet Fleetline model, with “fast
cost, or a Chcvroli^ combining the
John Teerman, Matflyn and Ruth pale green and orchid. Games
kind in the low-pricefield.Or choose
m highly improved standardChevrolet
sus taking. He began taking cen- man. Mr. and Mrs. Dick Nyland
back” styling.Both are available on all
Schreur,Karen Lubbers, Tharen were played and duplicate prizes
the equally beautifulChevrolet Consus last Monday ki Muskegon.
and family were in charge of the Wieringa. Mrs. E. Jaaida and
Chevrolet sedans and at the same v.
Valvc-in-Hcad Engine and Silent Synvertible, with automatic top that lifts
The Rev. John Pott preached on program. Tony Bouwman was Joyce. Mre. V/ilUam Kruithoff awarded to Mrs. G. Riemersma,
prices! Remember-Chevrolet is the
Miss Ruth Kuiken and Mrs. A.
chro-MeshTransmission for the finest
the following subjects on Sunday:
or
lowers at the touch of a button,
elected president and Mrs. John and Mre. Dick De Ridder.
Wierenga.
two-couree lunch
only low-priced car that offers these
In the morning, "The Key Of Disv/.
standard driving at lowest cost.
and
you’ll have the finest Convertible
Bussies as secretary-treasurer.
was served.
cipline,”and in the evening
two outstandingly beautiful types of
in its price range. Also available h an
"Christ and Two Contrasting
Potluck Picnic Held
styling
, thus giving you an oppor'Combination of Powergfide Automatic
all-steel, four-door Station WagonPrayers.’” Special music at the Murder’s Row Upset
Gideons
Plan
Weekly
tunity
to
express
your own individual
By Ladies Bible Class
Transmissionand 105-h.p. Engine opsmart est m its field-kitingfor $260
.evening service was furnished by
In ‘B’ League Ball
taste in motor car beauty.
tional on De hue models at extra cost.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Padding of
Noon
Prayer
Meetings
less than last year.
The Ladies Adult Bible class of
Grandville.
The Wildcats upset previously First Reformed church held a potThe first regular Monday noon
The CE beach party will be held unbeatenMurder’s Row to tie the
luck picnic Friday evening at prayer meeting, sponsored by the
on Thursday,August 10 at Tunnel
"B” baseball playoff series at one KoUen park. There were 38 mem- Gideons, will be held Monday from
park.
victory each. In MC’ league, the bers at the event.
12 noon to l pin. in the City MisLaverne Heyboer, son of Mr. Tigers defeated the Blue Hornets
Games were played and prizes sion building.
and Mrs. Hubert Heyboer, was 16-2 to get into the league’s playawarded to Mrs. H. Poll, Mre. H.
America’s Best Seller
Plans for the weekly sessions
America’s Best
taken to Ann Arbor last Friday off.
Decker,
Mrs.
A.
Slag
and
Mre.
were made at the Gideon meeting,
for treatments. Mrs. Heyboer reFrank O’Connor and Dick Fred Zeerip
when members expressed the need
mained in Ann Arbor with him. Schultz were the battery mates in
Mrs. Edith Walvoord and her of "particular prayer for these
The Rev. John |\>tt is having the Wildcats 7-4 victory. Jerry
committee were in charge of the critical days."
his vacation the month of August,
Victor and Jack Kempker shared program. Mias Minnie Ver Houw
All pastors and laymen are inthe following will occupy the pulbilPduties for the losers with Ron and committee arranged entervited to attend the meetings.
pit during his absence: Aug. 6, Boeve behind the plate.
tainment. Miss Nettie De Jong is
Student F. Goulooae; Aug. 13, the
Bob Helmink worked all the teacher of the class.
Tltt "ruptured duck" Insignia
Rev. Richard Jager; Aug. 20, the way in the Tigers overwhelming
for World War II veterans was
Rev. E. E. Heeren, and Aug. 27, win. Earl Rotman was the catchttUiwrAMMt
About 20 to 25 per cent of phon- designed in 1925 by order of Conthe Rev. M. Duven.
John J. Bowman, 13 East Eighth
St., general repair and remodel,
using frame and plywood, $250;

added.

Charges
Court

Summer Play Sessions

Ganges

End Friday With Picnics
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Sunday School To Mark
Lesson
August

13, 1950

Ears, Interpreter of God’s Word
Nehemiah 8:1-4, 5-6, 8, 10, 18
By Henry Geerlings
A building program may for a
time overshadow the more spiritual activities of a congregation,
but it always has for its objective the intensificationof those
very, activities. We do not erect
The Hone of the
Holland City New*
a church for the sake of the
Published Every Thun- church. We do not decorate it for
Jay by the Sentinel
'PrlntlnR Co. Office M-56 the sake of the decoration.There
Weit Eighth Street, Hol- are larger aims that must be inland, Michigan.
corporated into all our material

*

Birthday

''K

1879.

CITY

NtW$,

THURSDAY, AUGUST

10, 1950

r

n the Good Holland
Old Days
In 1916
(Following is the second in the

(Followingis the 470th In the

_

Williom Trimble
all-day open house Sunday

An

ago.)
than 45 years ago.)
The committee appointed by the
The Farmers’ club at their annual meeting held here Saturday Chamber of Commerce to go Into
evening elected G. J. Dear, presi- the feasibility of building a hosdent; B. J. Lemmen, vice presi- pital for the city and devising
dent; E. B. Scott, recording sec- ways and means and plans for
retary; Albert Wilterdink,cor- such an institution have completed
responding secretary and H. J. their work and Friday evening
Kooyers, treasurer.Mr. Scott suc- laid their pans before the Comceeded M. Vanden Belt who re- mon council in the form of a comsigned. This news’ story appeared unication.The committee consists
in the Jan. 13 issue of the Ottawa of Nicodemus Bosch, chairman, A.
County Times published in 1905 Leenhouts,Henry Winter, Henry
Geerlingsand George E. Kollen.
by M. G. Manting.
The Rev. D. R. Drukker of the This news story appeared in the
FourteenthStreet Christian Re- Saturday,Aug. 26, issue.
"Dead Man’s Curve," was
formed church has received a call
brought
up for discussion at the
from the Niekerk (East Holland)
council meeting Friday night when
Christian Reformed church.
Mrs. H. G. Te Kolste and Miss Mayor Vandersluisasked if the
Minnie De Feyter left Monday council could do anythingtoward
for Cedar Grove, Wis., to resume having this curve made safe. The
work as instructors at the aca- death of a six-year-old girl of
Fennvllle in an automobileaccidemy there.
The Reformed church at Forest dent at this curve Wednesday, has
Grove has extended a call to the aroused the aldermen and people

*

helped William Edward Trimble, 214 West Eighth St., observe
his 87th birthday anniversary.
He was born in 1863 in Thurston,
N. Y., and has been a resident of
Holland for 53 years.
He was married in 1890 to Josephine Fox, who died in 1919.
He has two daughters. Ms. Pearl
Stockdale and Mrs. Pansy Rev. P. P. Cheff of the Grace of Holland.
Mrs. R. B. Champion of 172
Weeursen. both of Allegan, and Reformed church at Grand
West 15th St., this city, was electa son, Fay Bourdon, Kalamazoo. Rapids.
There is one grandson,William Sydney Zandstra. graduate of ed president of the Ottawa County
Stockdale, Grand Rapids, and one Hope college in 1903, has won the WCTU organization at the county
granddaughter,Mrs. Arthur Van $1,500 Newberry scholarship. Thir- convention held in Conklin the latter part of this week. Other officLooyengocd,of Holland.
teen collegescontested for the
Among, the newer arrivals In Holland are Mrs. A.
and behind Ann la the one ton, Hank. In rear are
ers are Mrs. K. Stauffer, vice
Trimble, who is blind, worked prize.
J. Bloemendaland her eight children of AmaterCornelia (Corle), Mra. Jennie Groeneveld(nurse
president
at
large;
Miss
V»rona
at the West Michigan Furniture
The First State Bank elected Clark. Spring Lake, recording dam, who are sponaored by Mr. and Mrs. Walter at Smith Convalescent Home), Walter Smith, and
in delivery. Write or Phone 819L
kind of co-operation we shall al- company for 28 years before he
J. W. Bosman, J. W. Beardslee,
Smith, 93 East 22nd 8t. Standing In front row,
Juatin Saggers. The latter accompanied the
ways need.
retired as an engineer15 years J. W. Garvelink, I. Marsilje, H. secretary;Mrs. Julia Lillie of
left to right, are Dena Anna (trained nurse), Mra.
Smiths to New York to meet the family. Another
Coopersville.
treasurer.
Miss
EveIf there has been any feeling ago. He has lived at the home of
“STAND BY THE PRESIDENT?”
Smith, Mrs. Bloemendal, Ada, Christine,Lousje
son, Johannes, remained in the Netherlands.
Kremers. G. W. Mokma. G. . KolThe old exhortation,first tinned that the laymen must be kept in Mrs. Mary Hallett, 214 West len, W. J. Garrod and G. J. Diek- lyn Ketchpaw of Lament won the
(Lucia) and Ann. Directly behind Ada is Minnie
(Penna-Sas photo)
silver medal contest with the selthe backgroundit has been to the Eighth St., for 28 years. He is a
into a national battle cry in Woodema as directors Tuesday.
ection "Poorhouse Nan.”
detriment of the work of the member of Grace Episcopal
Capt. Austin Harrington will
row Wilson's time, "Stand by the
The Council Friday night took strike, set for Monday by the railkingdom. If the laymen have felt church.
attend the meeting of the Lic- the first steps in action to appro- road brotherhood takes place, that
president,"has been dusted off in that the work of the church is the
ensed Tug Men’s Protective as- priate the property of Mr. and is the course President Wilson has
some sectionsin an effort to win minister’sbusiness they have not
sociation at Detroit Jan. 16, as a
Mrs. Cornelius Vanden Ende for in mind, it became known today.
a favorable domestic reaction understood their calling. If rightdelegate from this district. Next the purpose of laying out and
Mr. and Mrs. Will Orr and Mrs.
eousness
is ever to be established Lois
from the nation’s foreign crisis.
week he will go as a delegare opening 21st St. between Maple Byron Beerman will leave tomorin the earth it will be when minto Washington. D. C., to attend Ave. (if extended)and First Ave., row on a motor trip to Ridgeville,
But a sizable portion of the voting
isters and laymen join their forces
a meeting of the masters and pi- and Maple Ave., and Maple Ave. Ind., the home of Mrs. Orr's parpublic is proving that it can anAnother Dutch family has a
and take their respective places ‘Hiss
lots.
ents.
alyze that demand in terms of
between 20th and 21st Sts.
in the church. Ezra the minister
ringside
seat to the American way
The Holland City State Bank
common sense.
A pleasant surprise party was
The result in the president’s and Nehemiah the layman work- Grand Haven (Special) — Lois elected D. B. K. Van Raalte, C. enjoyed Friday night at the home
of life in Holland, Mich., these
Polio
own state of Missouri shows that ed together for the strengthening Boyink. sponsored by the Junior Ver Schure. P.H. McBride,W. H. of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Lemmen,
days.
the American voters are capable of the little Jewish common- Chamber of Commerce, has been Beach, M. Van Putten, John Vene- 472 Michigan Ave., in honor of Castle
Mrs. A. J. Bloemendal and her
wealth.
of giving their own interpretation
chosen “Miss Coast Guard" for klasen, O. P. Kramer and A. Van his 61st birthday. Those present
The
end
of
any
great
building
eight
children of Amsterdam are
to that “stand by the president"
this year's annual Coast Guard Putten directors Tuesday. Van were J. H. Lemmen and family,
Listed in
injunction.The American voter is program of the church should festival.
still a bit shy md a trifle puzzled
Raalte was elected president, B. Lemmen and family, E. Nyland
mark
the
beginning
of
a
greater
intelligentenough to distinguish
over a new language, but they
Miss Boyink was named queen Beach, vice president.Ver Schure. and family, Fred Lemmen and
Grand Haven (Special)— Ottawa
between the president as a com- program of preaching and reli- out of a field of nine contestants cashier and Kramer, assistant family; L. Lemmen and family. J.
Considered
one
of
the
better think America is a wonderful county’s fourth polio case for 1950
mander-in-chief of the army and gious education. When the hamThursday night at Hyland Gar- cashier.
Lemmen and family. Mart Steke- amateur horse shows in the coun- place.
was chalked up Friday by Otnavy and the politician Harry S. mer and the trowel had been put dens. Karen By] took second place
SupervisorsHatch, Geerlings, fee and family, Mr. Mtd Mrs.
try and generally regarded as the ‘ They arrived ir this country tawa County Health department.
aside in old Jerusalemthen there
Truman.
and Georgia Clark third. They will Ward, Veltman and Pniim have Claude Lemmen.
Waldo Fabling. 17-year-old son
top attractionin the Midwest, the two weeks ago aboard the VolenIn other words, there can be no was put on % more earnest effort
be members of the queen’s court. been appointed as a committee to
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Russel Castle Park Horse show will go dam and were met in Hoboken. of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Fahling of
doubt that the people of America to teach the people the faith of
investigate
a
plan
to
put
the
sherThe new queen was crowned by
Johnson, 147 13th St., a girl.
N.J. by their sponsors, Mr. and route 1, Conklin, was in fair conon Aug. 30.
are standing by the president in their fathers and the ways of
Rear Admiral Raymond J. Mauer- iff on a salary.
Hope college has received from
Mrs. Walter Smith. Mrs. Smith dition in St. Mary’s hospital,
Final
plans
were
formulated
righteous
living.
the country’s foreignrelations but
man who lived in Grand Haven The Rev. P. P. Cheff of Grand Thodore Vander Veen of Grand when committees met at the is a sister-in-law.They particu- Grand Rapids, where he was adIt is well for us to ask whereserve the right to judge him ir.
from 1936 to 1939 when he was Rapids has accepted a call to the Rapids and his sisters and broth- Castle Wednesday evening to iron larly enjoyed the motor trip from mitted Thursday. He was taken
his domesticacts without refer- ther the long and hard drives
commander of the cutter Escan- First Reformed church at James- ers, chidren of the late Rev. out details.
New York to Michigan
ill July 26.
ence to foreignpolicy. They stand we have made for money in order
Christian Vander Veen, a framed
aba which was lost in the Atlantic town.
Like most other new arrivals,
Already entries are being reHis case involves paralysis of
back of him solidly against foreign to have a more commodious and
A number of friends surprised portraitof Walter T. Taylor, prin- ceived and this the 28th annual the Bloemendals are particularly both arms, the back and the neck.
(luringWorld War II.
attack or menace of attack but better equipped building for reliElmer
Burgh,
East
11th
St..
Fricipal of the Pioneer School from renewal of the classic, will bring impressed by American abundOther polio cases in the county
they see no reason why they gious services have really quick- In crowning the queen the rear day evening and a social evening
1851 to 1854, later known as the equestrian fanciers from all sec- ance and the slick merchandising this year were Mrs. Joan Mcadmiral said he considers Grand
should support him when in their ened our zeal in the spiritual
was
spent.
Holland Academy. Mr. Taylor was tions of Michigan, Indiana and in modern stores. They also enjoy Carthy, 20, route 1. Grand Haven
Haven his home. “This is the piece
opinion his way departs from what privilegesand responsibilities
The Camera club has elected the father of Mrs. Vander Veen. Ohio to vie for honors.
I’m coming to live when Uncle
tlie easy w’ay Americans enjoy who is now under treatment at
they regard as America's way.
for which we were supposed to be
Sam no longer tells we where I Gerrit Heneveld president,James That Macatawa Macatawa, OtThe show is on an amateur bas- their freedom.
Warm Springs, Ga.; Mrs. Homer
That is as it should be. It may laboring.
Derks, vice president; James tawa Beach and Jenison park and is. Twenty-one events, including They are staying with the
have to live.”
Fisher, wife of the Grand Haven
be expected that every effort will
’Die Bible is sweet to those who
Judges were Mrs. Robert Mer- Schoon, secretary and Gus Kraus, all other summer resorts between western, English and hunter clas- Smiths at 93 East 22nd St. The postmaster, who has been showing
be made by the administration to have a desire to know it We read
treasurer.
Holland and Lake Michigan will ses. are being arranged.
sereau, Mrs. Abigail Bos, Glenn
win support for domestic panaceas,
eldest of the seven daughters, considerable improvement;and
when the Day of Pentecost was
Dr. J.
VandenBerg of New have gas service for light and heat
The program will open at 9:30 Dena Anna, is a trained nurse and Ronald Marsh, 2. Grand Haven.
and to garner votes kt domestic fully come the disciples were all Olsen and Comdr. J. Cove WendHolland has presented to Hope by next summer is almost a cer- a.m. and end at 2 p.m.
land of Washington,D.C.
electionsthis summer and fall, by
is aiding Mrs. Smith in the work Mre. McCarthy was taken ill early
of one accord in one place. And
college museum three spinning tainty. accordingto a story apThe general committee includes of Srqith Convalescenthome. The in the new year. Mrs. Fisher wax
playing on the people’ssympathy
in our lesson today we read that
wheels which were brought from pearing in the Monday, Aug. 28, Carter P. Brown. Mr. and Mrs. A.
for the boys in Korea who are
eldest son, Johannes, 23, is re- taken ill March 3 and Ronnie
all the people gathered themthe Netherlandsby the early set- issue. A committee of seven men Brown, P. T. Cheff, Mrs. Roliert
battling the nation’senemies. The
maining in the Netherlands. He Marsh two days later.
selves togetheras one man to
tlers in 1847. Another relic pre- and three women resortersis now Fitzgerald,J. Brown Mantle, Mrs.
administration would not be huhas a position with Shell Oil Co.
request
Ezra
to
bring
out
the
(From
Friday’s
Sentinel)
sented
is
a
square
lantern,
three
canvassing
the
population
of
the
Ray Nobel, and Charles Kirchen, and also is studying as a chemist.
man if it did not try to take adbook of the law of Moses and read
Word has been received of the sides of which are glass and the shores of Macatawa Bay. A cast secretary.
vantage of the foreign situation in
When he completeshis studies he
of $30,000 for installationof the
The Junior commttee includes will be sent out by the company
advancing its domestic standing. it to them. It is needless to say birth of a daughter to Mr. and fourth side of wood.
that
such
should
be
our
normal
Mrs.
Robert
H.
Reed
of
Willow
The
Holland
Poultry
and
Pet
main and meters with Ottawa Connie Boersma, Cynthia Laing,
The RejJublicans.if in power at
for two years of training. He
such a time, would do exactly the attitude toward the Scriptures. Run. The baby was born early this Stock associationelected the Beach getting its supply through a Lucille Van Domelen, Randy Bosch, hopes he will be assigned to AmNo
matter
how
large
the
lib- morning at University hospital, following officers;President, J. pipe laid under Black Lake from Jr., Henry Maentz and Donna
same thing; so would any other
erica, but it may be India or Inrary we have gathered the Bible Ann Arbor. Mrs. Reed is the for- C. Vissers; vice president, Jonn Jenison Park was part of the in- Tanis.
party.
donesia. He expects eventually to
mer
Alma
Kramer,
daughter
of
holds
the
central
place.
It
contains
Schipper;
secretary,
L
S.
Sprietformation
given
to
the
large
During the second World war
join the family here.
Canning of fresh cucumber
the administrationagain and more real wisdom than all other Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kramer of sma, treasurer,R. Westveld; sup- crowd of resorters Saturday night lUiss Hazel Dokter
Only a few of the younger pickles Is underway at the local
erintendent,
Strowenjans; in the Macatawa auditorium
again traded on the notion that it books combined. The disinterestHolland.
children know much English. Mrs.
The marriage of Miss Dorothea Honored at Shower
Mrs. Paul W. Daley and daugh- doorkeeper,J. Schipper;Judge's
H. J. Heinz Cb. factory,according
is unwise to swap horses while we often show toward the readSmith let the entire family speak to C. B. McCormick, manager.
crossing a stream. And you can ing of the Scripture in the church ter, Nancy, of Aurora, 111., arrived clerk, Fred Kleyn; executive com- Washburne of San Francisco and
Miss Hazel Dokter, August Dutch the first week, but the Deliveries are being made from
bank on it that the forces of New is a reflection on our appreciation Wednesday night for a visit with mittee, J. C. Vissers,L S. Spriet- Herman J. Stegeman, graduateof
picture changed th« second week Indiana and Michigan districts
Hope
college,
will
take
place
at
6
bride-electot Jason Volkers, was
Dealisnl and Fair Dealism will of what it has to say. We ought her parents. Mr. and Mrs. John sma, R. Westveld, Jacob Westand they’re getting along fairly with headquarters at Saginaw, Big
try to do the same thing this fail. to be drawn to it as the flower Knell, 1785 South Shore Dr. Mr. veld, E. P. Simpson. William o’clock this evening at Fairview honored at a shower Wednesday
Rapids, Fremont and Holland
But there are indicationsthat the is to the sun, and as our hearts Daley will join them for the week- Vissers,J. B. Hadden. Fred Kleyn. farm, the Stegeman homestead, at the home of Mrs. Clarence well with the new tongue.
end.
According to McCormick, one
technique has been worked thread- are toward those we love.
The First Reformed church con- three miles east of this city.
Dokter. Jr., 114 East 33rd St.
The recond annual picnic of the Hostesses with Mrs. Dokter were Miscellaneous Shower
production line is in operation on
bare, that the American voter has
Guests of Miss Antoinette Hirth gregation of this city is one of
One duty of the church is to
the day shift with three more lines
found out for himsef the fallacy put the Bible into the language at her cottage in Virginia Park the largest church congregations Holland Shoe company employes, Mrs. Henry Dokter and Mrs. John
Honors Shirley Wierda
of the theory.
scheduledto begin next week. By
of all the peoples of the world. are Mrs. Louise Peterson, Mr. and for a town of the size in the coun- held last Saturday at Jenison Dokter.
the middle of the month it is anStand by the president in the That has been done with some Mrs. Mack Lane and daughters, ty. There are at the present 224 Park, was a great success in spite
Litt e Janice Dokter dressed in
A miscellaneous shower, honor- ticipated that operations on all
country’s foreign crisis? Of course, degree of consistency throughout Miss Doris Peterson, Mrs. Mathil- families in the congregationand of the rainy, threatening weather a wedding gown, presented the
there can’t even be any argument the Christian centuries. That was da Gallmyer and Miss Caroline there are probably nearly 1,100 in the morning. Fully 600 people bride-electwith a bouquet with ing Miss Shirley Wierda was giv- lines will be underway on both
en Friday evening by Mrs. George day anc night shifts.
on that score. He represents the one thing which brought Luther Gallmyer, all of Grand Rapids.
people who call the "big church” had gatheredfor the picnic.
notes attach*xlthat gave clues to
nation, and he’s all we’ve got. into prominenceand made the reThis year’s crop, although someMiss Hazel Wing, daughter of the hidden gifts. The room was Joostberns, Mrs. Arthur SchregarMrs. Kenneth Campbell and her their church home, The recent
Whatever we may or may not formation so imperative. He gave mother, Mrs. M. M. Morrison, have move inaugurated by the church, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wing. 88 West decorated with a green and yellow dus, Miss Lucille Schregerdusand what late, is expected to lie about
Mrs. Jennie Schregardus. The par- normal in total bushels delivered
think of him. we can't replace the Bible to the German people returned from the Mayo clinic at making pews in the edifice free to 13th St. Saturday afternoon en- umbrella and sprinkling can.
ty was held at the latter’s home.
him. But that’s not a good reason
tertained
28
of
her
friends
at
a
Games were played and prizes
in the form ' they could under- Rochester, Minn., where Mrs. Mor- all, is an important one, and but
Games were played and prizes
for giving him a blank check in
luncheon
when
her
engagement
awarded. A two-course lunch was
stand. and what he did became rison was under observation and one of the several suggestions
awarded to Miss Esther Rosendomestic affairs. The American
to Leslie Edward Guild of Topeka,
received
treatment.
They
plan
to
made
by
the
Rev.
T.
W.
Muilenserved.
the basis for the work of many
dahl, Mrs. George Moes and Mrs.
voters can make the necessary disleave soon for Coronado,Calif., to burg when he took the pastorate Kans., was announced.
Guests were the Mesdamos
other translators.
Leonard Riemersma. Refreshtinction.
Monday
at
7
a.m.
the
mason
join
Mr.
Campbell.
of
the
church
In
the
six
and
Ralph
Dokter,
Marinus
Dokter,
At the present time the Bible,
ments were served by the hostlaborers
at
the
Dye
factory
on
the
Dr. Harry J. Hager will speak half years that he has been her?,
Bernard Dokter. C. Dokter, Sr..
or parts of it, may be had in hunnorth side effected a walkout, Harry Volkers, P. Beckman, John esses.
dreds of languagesand dialects. at the City Mission Monday at Rev. Muilenburg has seen the
Invited were the Mesdames A.
striking for a wage of 30 cents
Gebben, Henry Hubbard,John Van
Still another duty of the church 7:30 p.m. on "Never Again— ToA church debt wiped out, a fine new
Sling^rland.
L. Riemersma, J.
an
hour
instead
of
28
as
they
were
Wingerven, Richard Taylor, Donis to interpret the Bible and Little and Too Late." He will also organ has been installed and now
Main Auto Supply got a three(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Dunkerk, H. Klamer, J. Jager', C.
getting. At the time for work to
show
films
on
"Korea,
Formosa
comes
the
system
of
free
pews
to
ald Faber, Claire Mac and William
Dr. and Mrs. J. Bulthuis and make it plain. That is why the
hit
pitching chore from Jason
Klungle, R. Myrick, E. Schutt, G.
start this morning,Foreman Sam
and the Mystic East."
all.— G. H. Tribune.
Miller.
daughter. Mary, are spending sev- pulpit has been supplemented with
Moes,
L.
Rosendahl,
Nick
Klun- Ebels to tag the Holland Moose
Habing,
at
work
at
one
end
of
such agencies as the church Mary Ann De Vries, of Waueral days in the East.
gle, Nelson Klungle, F. Wierda, C. with a 6-1 defeat in the feature
the long buildings, noticed that
kazoo. is spending two weeks at
Local members of the Bowman school, he catecheticalclass, and
Klungle, Jr., T. Geertman, M. contest in softball action ThursScooters
Week-End
they
were
lounging
about.
AcBuilders
Class
Plans
family attended the reunion held the young people’s society.Men. the National Music camp at InterKunen
and J. Klungle and the day night at the Fourth SL diacording
to
Habing,
the
masons
at Tunnel Park Saturday.
women and children need instruc- lochen. She is a member of the Canceled by District
Annual Church Banquet
Misses Gertrude Slingerland, mond.
sent
a
delegate
to
him,
asking
for
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Elliott and tion; The function of the church University of Michigan All-State
Wierda Upholstery used six hits
chorus.
The Scouters Week-end sched- the 30-cent wage and delivering Plans for the annual Veterans Fannie Riemersma, Esther Rosen- and a like number of Zion Lutherdaughter, Judith, are spending in tl\s regard extends from the
dahl,
Betty
Kunen,
Judy
SchreThe Rev. and Mrs. George uled for Aug. 12 and 13 has been the demand as an ultimatum. In- banquet for church members
their vacation with relatives at a cradle to the grave. 'Hie finest
gardus and GeorgiannaJoost- an errors to win the class C openSchuiling of Detroit are spending canceled, according to announce- stead of dealing with the delegate, over 65 was planned at a meeting
cottage in Wisconsin.
methods of the educative process
er. 13-5.
he
says,
he
told
him
to
have
the
berns.
Dr. W. Goulooze was guest min- should be studied by the church. a few days in Holland. Rev. ment by William Vande Water, workers come over and talk with of the Builders class of First
Ebels whiffed eight as his mates
Schuiling, former postal employe president of the Chippewa district
Methodist church. The meeting
ister at the Reformed church Sun- At what peril we attempt to carhacked him with a 10-hit attack.
him. On the contrary they picked
was held Friday evening at the Miss Jennie Bosch Feted
day.
ry forward this task without who became a lay minister in the committee.
Van Langevelde led the hitting
The group presently using the up their coats and dinner pails and home of Mrs. William Lindsay,
Miss Raeburne Lubbinge was trained leaders! At what greater Reformed church seven years age
with three, including a double.
left. New laborers were at once
At
Surprise
Shower
guest soloistat the evening ser- peril still without a personal is pastor of Grace Reformed camp unexpectedly changed plans secured and the work went on 103 North Division.
Howie Glupker had two.
church in Allen Park, a suburb of and will vacate a week early,
Mrs. Nel Taylor was appointed
vice here Sunday.
Wierda’s scored seven runs in
knowledge of the religion we seek
Miss Alma Bosch entertained
without
delay. The new men are
Mr. and Mrs. A. Ver Strata are to promote! We have good his- Detroit. He spoke at the Colonial Vande Water said. The equipment receiving the 30-cent wage, a*, the treasurer to succeed Mrs. Claries at a surprise shower Thursday the third as Zion’s defenses fell
Mission Fest in Zeeland Wed- cannot be kept intact for a whole
remodeling their home.
toric ground for magnifying the
others would have, declares Hab- Scott who resigned. Mrs. Ledyard evening in honor of her sister, apart. They came back for five
The Striuk reunion was held at teaching office of the Christian nesday and will preach next Sun- week, he said.
ing, had they talked to him about Lindsay was in charge of the so- Miss Jennie Bosch. The party more in the fifth to leave little
day in Coopersville.
A district family picnic is be* Spring Grove Saturday.
cial hour. Games were played and
church.
•
Gifts were presented to the doubt of the outcome.
Lee De Pree, 800 Columbia ing planned for some time in
The Voting Men’s Sunday school
Tbm Nyson had a pair of hits
Ezra was a good 'reader and so
The
resort season sounded its prizes were awarded to Mrs. bride-electand games were playAve., was in Toledo. Ohio, Mon- September to take the place of
* classes of the Reformed church were hi* helpers. This had much
closing knoll, the first of a long John Van Raalte, Mrs. Earl Mc- ed. Duplicateprizea were award- for the winners including a home
. enjoyed an outing at Green Lake to do with hoWing the attention day, Tuesday and Wednesday to the Scouters Week-end.
ring, Tuesday morning when the Cormick and Miss Jacqueline Van ed.
two-course lunch was run. Jay Prince and Keith Conkattend a conventionof the Na. last Thursday evening.
Ottawa Beach hotel locked its Oosterhout.
lin each hit safetly twice for the
of the listeners. The crowd had
served.
Wednesday evening the Liter: gathered in an open place and the tional Association of Piano Tun- Muikegon Quartet Fined doors immediatelyafter breakfast. The next meeting will be held
losers.
Attending
were
the
Misses
er*.
ary club held it* annual pot-luck readers stood on the platform,
About 75 guests were present for at the home of Mrs. Nel Taylor, Janet Huizenga, Adelaide Lezman,
John Knoll, 20 East 15th St., After Street Disturbance
« dinner at the Shelter House in especially constructed for the
breakfast. The • Macatawa hotel 550 West 18th St.
Connie Vanden Bosch, Marguerite
returned home Thursday, after
Driver Charged
Spring Grove.
will close shortly before the 15th
purpose. Probably several read,
Dekker, Fern BecksvOort, Anspending
six
weeks
with
his
Grand Haven (Special)—Ken- of September. This news story apGrand Haven (Special) — RayMias Cornelia De Kleine was a each taking turns. The people
Hospital Notes
tainette Harsevoort,Elsie Essenmond Lyons, 23, route 1 West
(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)
counselor at Camp Geneva last stood reverently during the read- children, MfT and Mrs. Clarence neth Wood, 20, Hoyden Cyr, 23, peared in the Tuesday, Aug. 29,
burg
and
Louise
Van
Huis, Mrs.
Dykema of Shiprock, N. M., and Roger Meyer, 22, and Dale EarnAdmitted to Holland hospital Harvey Le Poire, ,Mrs. Gilbert Olive, was charged by state po> week.
f
ing. In a true, worshipful attitude
*
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Bosscher hardt, 23, all of Muskegon, were
Monday
were Wilma Papp, route Bosch, Mrs. Dick Bosch,- and lice with excessive speed after his
At
the
Wesleyan
Methodljst
conand approach to God Ezra con- of Rehoboth,N; M.
arraigned before Justice George ference at Hastings just Closed, 2; Dolores Veyman, route 1; Ed. CASE IS APPEALED
ducted a service of praise before
Misses Alma, Delia and Jennie car went into a ditch on US-31
Hoffer Saturday, after getting in- the Re V. H. A. Day, of Grand Rap- die Tuttle, 165 East Sixth St.
at Comstock Road, half mile
Grand Haven (Special) — Earl starting to read the word and
Bosch.
COVER WINTER CROPS
to trouble at the street dance on id*, was made pastor of the HolDischarged Monday were Mrs.
south of Grand, Haven city limits
Cope, Grand Haven, was released teach the people.
One of the best mixtures for Washington St. Friday night.
late Monday night. Lyons told
Robert
Weller
and
infant, route
land
church
and
the
ex-pastor
was
from county jail Thursday on $200
The people tqok part in this winter cover crop is rye and vetch,
Wood, Meyer and Bamhardt, made evangelist at large.
6; Mrs. Alvin Vander Koik and Municipal Court News
officers his brakes -failed to hold
bail, pending an appeal to circuit worship service. It was not a cold,
Adrian Bosman, Jr., route 6, as he approachedUS-3L
Washington— Military operation Infant, 50 East Seventh St.; Harcourt on a disorderly charge. He formal worship carried on by the sown now. It can be broadcast all each charged with drinking*beer
|$irM arrested Sunday by city po- minister and choir allowing the over the garden and worked' in on a public street,paid $10 fine of the railroads of the United old Goodwin,roj.te 6; FredPlomp, paid $10 fine and costa on a’apeedwith a wheel hoe or hand tool.
and $5.45 cost. Cyr, who got into States, with the present train 284 East Uth St.
ing charge in Municipal Court
Greatest fire loss in the history
Arraigned in justice court, he people no response. The minister
a fight, was charged wkn be
A daughter, Cynthia Hope, was Thursday.! HawJie Wilaon, 345 of New York City occurred in 1922
crews operating the trains under
sentenced to serve 30 days in merely jed while the whole peo. Ancient water cfltcks were first drunk an
ajYd dUorderlyand paid $15 military .draft, is the definite born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ave., paid $7 fine and when property worth $22,740,000
Him and costa.
ple united in
used in churcheshr Rome.
fine and
the country. If the George 'Overway, 463 Harrison, costa for running a red light.
was destroyed.
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Heinz Launches
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new series of weekly articles tak- series of weekly articles taken
en from news of the Ottawa from news of the Holland Daily
Cbunty Timea published more Sentinel published nearly 35 years

structures.

There can be little doubt that
under the Act of Congreu. March 3. Ezra's work of teaching fell into
a secondaryplace while the exw. A. BUTLER. Builneil Manager igencies of the building of the
wall were being cared for. He is
not mentioned. His work is not referred to. We would not from the
record know that a religious
meeting had been held during all
those fifty two days. We are not
obtained by adverUier and
so
much as given to understand
by him In time for correction with
melt erron or correctioninoted that such a man as Ezra was livplainly thereon; and In inch case If ing. But he was active.
any error so noted Is not corrected,
The ministerand the layman
publishers liability shall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space co-operate. We are not told so
occupied by the error bears to the but we may be sure that Ezra,
whole space occupiedby such adverthe minister, did everythingin
his power to make the work of
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
building under Nehemiah effecOne year *2.00; Six months *1.28; tive.We are told that when the
three months 75c; Single copy 5c.
Subscriptions payable In advance and wall was completed, Nehemiah,
will be promptly discontinued If not the layman, joined with Ezra in
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by instructingthe people out of the
reporting promptly any Irregularity word of the Lord. That is the
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Veltman Avoids

stimulate thie at the present time.
Until the time this ii achieved, the
only thing an American can take
back with him to the Statei following his study is a statementof

Controversies in

work

Evaluating Plan
Fulbright Plan Hat Big
Future

Peace

International

If
Ii

Maintained

The following articleis one
of the concluding chapters of
“A; Dutch Odyssey,"prepaied
• by Peter Veltman of Wheaton
college,former Holland h'gh
teacher who has just returned
from the Netherlands W’th his
family after studyingai the
University of Amsterdam for
. the last nine months under
the Fulbright plan for exchange students.

By Peter Veltman
IT ISN’T

OFTEN

that a guinea

10,

1950
e*-*’ *{»-

Firm Can

Answer

(From Tuetd&’yaSeottnel)

completed and perhap® a
statement that he can use the
Natural gas heating now '$
language proficiently.Credits, as
we know them, are not known in available In Holland, and Holland
the Netherlands.This holds, of Plumbing and Heating Co. is
course, for those who are unwill- ready to answer your first quesing to spend the entire time in tion, "How much will it cost to
The Netherlandsfor the conclu- heat my home with gas?" A 20minute heat loss survey by Bill
sion of work for a degree.
and Frank Boyman, who run the
ONE IS IMPRESSED with the company, will give an accurate
profound respect the Netherlands answer. There is no charge or obligation for this service, they emstudent has for his professors.A phasize.
"Prof. Dr.” before a name aeems
Holland Plumbing and Heating
to be a guarantee a book will sell maintains a modern sales room
In personal conferences I always at Michigan Ave. and 29th St.
found the professors to be genial, They handle all types of plumbing
helpful. Their classroom bearing and heating equipment, indussometimesimpressed one other- trial, commercial and domestic,
coal, oil and gas fired.
wise.
They also carry all leading
The University of Amsterdam is
the only municipelly-owned
uni- brands of plumbing fixtures and
versity in The Netherlands. Cur- water systems and several wellrently it has some 7,000 students. known garbage disposals.A comMany of the students live in pri- plete line of paints and varnishes
vate homes, since the dormitory is also availableat the sales room.
system known In our colleges and The firm specializes in electric
universities does not exist, al- rotorooter cleaning and all kinds
though it seems to be gaining in of repair work.
Frank Bouman has more than
popularity.
Formerly only the rich students 26 years experience as a master
could attend the university.Many plumber to enable him to do exof the Dutch are still horror- pert work. His s- n. Bill, entered
struck at the thought of our col- the partnership with him about
lege students who study during four years ago.

Heating Problems

pig who has been submittedto an
experimenthas an opportunity to
relate his experience following the
experiment. Some eight or nine
months ago when I started this
series of items I suggested to
Sentinel readers that we were the
guinea pigs, the pioneers under
Fulbright act study in The Netherlands.
the day and work nights. HowPerhaps it is well to point out ever, more working students are
at the outset that the average attending collegesin The Nether-

In

Latest dealerihlfv to be admitted to Pontiac’s
“Hall of Fame" I® the Ter Haar company of Hoi-

wa® named a Better Dealer lait week
by Pontiac factory executive®.Ter Hear has represanted Pontiac in Holland tinea 1933. Arle Ter
Hair serve® as president,and founded the company. With the Better Dealer award Ter Haar waa
presented with a reproductionof the famous
painting of Pontiac,Chief of the Ottawas, for
Ian, which

whom

the Pontiac line It named. In hla presentaT. L. Meriwether, assistant zone manager,
cited the flrm’i constant efforts to Improve its
dealerahip operation and widen ita aervlcea to
the community.Shown above, in presentation
ceremonies, are (left to right): E. L. Powers,
Pontiac district manager; Fred Rutgera,Ter Haar
new car aalea manager; Meriwether; Arie Ter
Haar, firm president; and W. A. Butler, Sentinel
tion,

bualneaa manager.

Van Dyke Autos Win

Check Writer

First

Changes Plea

won their first Wooden Shoe

Shoe Loop

Tilt

The Van Dyke Autos (Oakland)
league tilt of the season by van-

Grand Haven (Special) —Wil- quishing the usually tough North
Henry Kramer. 43, Detroit, Shore Cubs 6-0 at Zeeland Mon-

liam

Maple Hill

who

.

Used

a

be

*

thrilled
at th® selection®
In fine dealgns of

WALL
PAPER

50

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
Weet
8t Phone
8th

YOU

4811

WONT GO WRONG
with

LENNOX
Aik Any Uier.

tive officer of th: USEF. He is president.
much respected in The Netherlands since he has been in Dutch
educational circles some 35 years. Mrs. Vande

He

understandsthe problems of
the Americans.On the board are
such Americans as Consul Bonnet
who has plans for establishingan
internationalstudent center in
The Netherlandsunder the USEF.
Financial affairs are efficiently
administered. Fred Gammon, long
an American public servant, is in
charge of disbursements. He is cooperative,sympathetic. The USEF
in The Netherlands, we students
feel, is in good hands.
The Fulbright plan has a great
future if internationalpeace is
maintained. It is a practicalplan
for getting students from various
countries to live with students of
other countries.If peace is maintained,Senator Fulbright will undoubtedlybe hailed as one of the
great statesmen of all times. If
war comes, Senator Fulbright will
probably be dubbed a visionary

and

't

an

idealist

which names, I

understand, do not always have
complimentaryconnotation.

a

Hamilton Man Dies
After
Lennox
Gas Conversion

Long

Illness

Smith, 73, route 2,
Hamilton,died Thursday evening
after a lingering illness.
Surviving are the wife. Alice;
one brother, Dick Smith, route 2,
Hamilton,and several nieces and

Fred

BURNER

HARRY KOOP
HEATING
116 East 14th St.

nephews.

HOLLAND PHONE 2736
ZEALAND PHONE 3147
Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality

It is estimated that every tenth

4.

Luyster Has

Shower

for Daughter
A bridal shower for Miss Norma Vande Luyster was given Friday evening by her mother. Mrs.
Cyrus Vande Luyster, 144 Dartmouth Rd.
Games were played and duplicate prizes awarded to Mrs. William Van Koevering, Mrs. Donald
Scheerhom and the guest of honor. Gifts were presentedand a
two-course lunch was served.
Invited were the Mesdames
Benjamin Scheerhorn, Russel Visser, Jean Meulenbelt, Joe Karel,
John Kammeraad, Walter Kruithof and Misses Barbara and Shirley Kammeraad, all of Holland;
the Mesdames A. A. Van Hoven,
A. A Van Hoven, Jr., C. Van
Hoven, Arnold Van Hoven, Robert
Dour, William Van Koevering.
Misses Antoinette Van Koevering and Winifred Van Hoven of
Zeeland; the Mesdames Ed Van
Zoeren, Russel Karel, Harvey
Maatman, Martin Gortter, Earl
Fisk and Lavern Scheerhorn of
Grand Rapids; Mrs. Robert
Scheerhorn of Grand Rapids; Mrs.
Robert Scheerhorn, Muskegon;
Mrs. Donald Scheerhom, Detroit.
Mrs. Helen O’Bryan, Charleston, S. C.; Mrs. Alice Samson,
Oakland. Neb.; Mrs Harvey Van
Hoven, New York; Mrs. Bernard
Scheerhorn,Fennvlle; Mrs. Harold Hewitt, Big Rapids; Mrs. Vernon Meulenbelt, Terre Haute.
Ind., and Mrs. ‘Lewis Marcus and
Mary Lou, Selmer, Tenn.

American-needs pjsychiatricaid.

Application Denied
An applicationby Warner De

FACTORY TRAINED
BODY and FENDER EXPERTS
All

Work Guaranteed

—

CAR PAINTING AT
Free

Estimates

ITS BEST
ReasonableRates

UIITED MOTOR SALES
723*33 Michigan Avenue

YOUR INSUR
'foauety

with

CONTACT US FOK LOW RATES

State Farm Insurance Go's.

— Fir* _
Avenu#
Auto

177 College

» SON

Lift

L*ouw, Jr., to build two duplex
houses .on West 24th St„ was
turned down Thursday night by
the Board of Appeals. The board
denied the petition"due to insufficient lot area" and objection of
neighboring propertyowners.

Tennis

Mr*. Johannes De Pree, who hae

Meet

been conined to Zeeland hoepitfcl
the last two months following •
stroke, was taken to the home of
her children, Dr. and Mn. R.
Nichols, Jr., at Summit, N. J. on
Friday. She was taken to Grand
Rapids by ambulance and by train
to N. J. She was accompaniedby
her daughter,Misa Mildred De
Pree, who has been with Wf
mother • few weeks and is returning to her work in New York
fending champion.
where she is employed for the UN
Paulus also figured in the up* and by Dr. Nichols who came from
set which saw Brunsell-Ken Van Summit
Wieren, No. 1 doubles combina- On Sunday at 9 p.m. Lawrence
tion, eliminated.Paulus -Tom Street City park will be the scene
Evenrude won 6-2, 6-4.
of a large gathering when Karl
In other second round action, Steele, chalk artist, will preeent
Ron Bos def. Dave Moran, 6-4, three originalchalk pictures.

The way the favoritesare being
eliminated, the Holland Recreation Tennia tournament k threatening to become one of unseeded players.
In the biggest upset thus far,
Roger Brunsell,favorite In the
men's singleswas dropped by Peter Paulus, 6-2, 6-2. Paulus’ alow
game proved too much for the de-

pleaded innocentin circuit day.
Netherlander is proud of his lands perhaps than ever before.
G. Hack went all the way for
court July 24 to a charge of forMrs. Albert Mills recently encountry’s educational system. He At AmsterdamUniversity a theagery.
charged
his plea before the winners spacing five hits The
tertained a group of relativesand
finds the American system com- tre is sponsored by a group of
Judge Raymond L. Smith Mon- Autos collected only three safefriends at her home.
ing in a poor second when he com- some 30 students who pay their
Mrs. Nellie Shoemaker is day aftwioon to guilty and will ties off the left-handed slants of
pares his system with ours. Per- college expenses that way. Many
return for sentence Aug. 17. Kraspending a few days as a guest
haps he is right. His system is spend summers working in former is now on parole from the Vern Johnson but he walked five
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mills and
and his mates made costly errors
older. Ours is young. We are still c gn countries to help pay their
Southern Michigarprison, having
daughter
Marilyn
and
son
Bobbehind him. Bob Mowery and Fred
feeling our way in America. We year’s expenses.
been released last December, after
by at their home.
Wittcveen had a pair of hits for
are constantly evaluating, testing,
Student participation in the The Women's Missionaryasso- serving a sentence for forgery.
questioning the purpose of our Universitygovernment seems to
He is alleged to have passed a North Shore.
ciation of the Maple Hill United
Tonight,Hamilton meets Hudeducational system. The Nether- be a new thing. As late as April,
forged
$47.68 check in Holland
lander is beginning to do the 1948, an agreement was signed by Brethren church held a meeting June 23 payable to W. S. Siiulman sonville at the Hudsonville field.
same. But he is still quite sure Amsterdam groups representing Friday in the home of Mrs. Oletha and signed by Charles Van Olthat his system is superior to professors,students, and alumni Mills. A pot-luck carry-in dinner der, but absently used his own Circuit Court Grants
ours. Until recently only Umso "to promote the social end cultur- was served by the hostess at name when he endorsed same.
were allowed to teach in Nether- al interestsof the. .groups repre- noon. The business and devotionKramer and Miss Lucille Rivers Three Divorce Decrees
al meeting was scheduled for 2
lands schools who were products sented and strengthenthe spirit
of
Detroit were married at the
p.m. with Mrs. Cora Brown in
Grand Haven (Special)— A diof the Netherlands educational of fellowship among them."
residence of the Ottawa county
charge.
A
missionary
program
vorce decree was granted in Cirsystem.
jail Friday afternoon by Justice
was presented.
cuit court Monday to Pauline GroI am not entering the controONE MUST NOT gather from Mrs. Lela Horten has returned George Hoffer of Grand Haven. tenrath from John Grotenrath.
versy as to superiority.I envy the
Kramer, who on July 24 asked
this discussion that the UniversiNetherlander his knowledge of ty is unprpgressive. The Univer- home alter undergoing major sur- the court to appoint counsel to The parties reside in Marne.
gery
at
St.
Mary's
hospital
three
Wright township, and custody of
language. In high schools gener- sity library contains over a milrepresent him at county expense,
weeks ago.
the three minor children was
ally, Dutch, English, French, Gerlion volumes, including some rare
Mrs. Nellie Shoemaker was the was. through his friends and rel- awarded the mother.
man, and sometimes Greek end collections. Departmentallibrarguest of honor at a recent mis- atives. able to employ his own
Dorothy May Barber of Park
Latin are required.One of my fel- ies and such institutions as the
counsel and the services of the atlow students, for instance,was Press Instituteand the Nether- cellaneous shower given by Mrs. torney appointed by the court were township was awarded a divorce
decree from Ellsworth D. Barber,
studying Russian at the univer- lands Seminar set the pace for our Albert Mills at the Mills home. discontinued.
Those attending were Mrs. ArThere are no children and Mrs.
sity. more or less as a hobby, I
own schools. The University also thur Pickeringof East JamesBarber was restored her maiden
think. For his time was taken by
has an Institutefor Nuclear Phy- town, Mrs. Effie Snyder of Grandname of Dorothy May Nieusma.
Pair Waives Examination
other subjects,I am sure.
sical Research as well as a medi- ville, Mrs. Owen Albrecht of
Ray F. LaFrance of Grand
I am not entering the contro- cal school whose standards are
On Break-in Charges
Haven township was awarded an
versy partly because one cannot accepted by the AMA. Degrees are Grand Rapids, Mrs. Elsie Lumimmediate divorce from Elaine
compare two things that ere dif- conferred in theology, law, medi- berg of Home Acres, Mrs. JeanGrand Haven (Special)— Jack
ferent. The Dutch have what is c.ne, science, philosophy, litera- ette Green of Grandville,Mrs. Dirkoe. 18, route 1, Grand Haven, F. La France. Custody of the two
known as a Candidaat’s degree in ture, economic science, and poli- Cora Brown of Byron Center, and Robert Wellman, 18, Grand minor children was awarded to
Mrs. Mercy Schwander,Mrs. Beshigher education. The Candidaat’s tical and social sciences.
Haven, were arraigned before the father.
sie Salmon, Mrs. Geneva Parker,
lies somewhere between our
Miss Mae Shoemaker, Mrs. Eve- Justice George Hoffer Monday
bachelor'sand master's. ConseTHE U S E F , the United States line Perkins, all of Grandville, afternoonon a charge of breakQuality
Cars
quently, our master's is recognizorganization which supervises the Mrs. Eleanor Walters of Star, ing and entering in the nighttime.
ed as being farther advanced than Fulbright program in The NetherEach
waived
examination
and
'48
Buick
Roadmaater
Dynaflo
Mrs. Alta Hoff of East Jamesthe Candidaat’s. The doctorate, of
lands, is aware of the problems town. Mrs. Mills and daughter bound over to the Ottawa circuit $1,695.00.
course,' tops both systems.
court to appear Aug. 14. Dirkse’s
confronting the American student
StudebakerCommander
If the American is to benefit in The Netherlands.Beginning served lunch and the guest of bond has been sot at $1.5Q0 and '48
Conv. $1,665.00.
honor
received gifts.
academicallyfrom his study in with next year, a great number of
Wellman's $500. Both have been
OTHER GOOD LATE MODELS
the Netherlands,
common the problems we encountered The Fellowship class of the unable to provide bond.
Also several '36 to '41 cars
ground between the two systems won't exist because they have Sunday school of Maple Hill
The pair is charged with breakUnited Brethren church held a
In Good Condition
must be found. International or- been eliminated.
ing into Van Slootcn's garage on
ganizationsare attempting to -'Dr. D. M. E. Habbema is execu- picnic Friday evening in Ideal M-50 at the Jac Jungle road Aug.
Park. Arthur Pickering is class
TER
CO.

You'll

Zeeland

Favorites Upset

Dirkse, at the time of the alleged offense, was awaiting disposition of a case ponding in circuit
court charging him with gross indecency. to which lie pleaded
guilty June 26. This offense was
committed while he was on probation out of the Ottawa circuit
court on a charge of indecent exposure.
Accompanying Dirkse and Wellman were two minors, 16 years

Miss Mannes Honored

7-5.

Paulus will play the winner of
the Bos-Van Wieren tussle In one
bracket of the semi-finals.
In Girls 15-18, Betty SchepersPat Meyers def. Alice Brink-

Nancy Moran, 6-1, 6-0. They will
play Marlene Koning-MaryLou

At Miscellaneous Shower

Van Dyke in the finals.
Dave Schreur-DickSharda def.
A miscellaneousshower waa Tom Ragains-Jim Vander Poel,
given for Miss Carol Mannes Fri- 6-3, 6-0 to advance into the finals
day evening by Mrs. Albert John- of the Boys Under 15 division.
son, 721 Washington Ave. Mrs.
Hie two obelisks known as
Alvin Johnson and Mrs. Cornie Cleopatra's Needles were built in
Johnson assisted the hostess.
Egypt about 1831 B.C.
Games were played and prizes
were awarded to Mrs. Ben Dykstra and Mrs. Len Vande Wege. A
lunch was served by the hostcos.

Guests were the Mesdames
George Mannes. C. Vande Wege, J.
Vande Wege, C. Vande Wege, Jr.,
l>on Vande Wege, Joe Vande
Wege, Herman Stoel, W. J. Smith
and Ben Dykstra, and the Misses
Arlene and Gail Mannes, Anna
Jean Vande Wege, Betty Jean
Smith, Thelma Dykstra, Donna
and Carol Johnson.

MERCURY MADE

MOTOR

OIL

*49

2 Gallons ........ 1
(in your own contoinar)

HARRISON’S
SUPER SERVICE
Micblfia Avoauo and 21th

FLOWERS

St.

ROAD
SERVICE

(or
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COMPLETE SERVICE
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All

WARM
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Haan Motor

Gao. Mlnnama, ownar

Washington

Watch Valuables ~

Maku

8<V

Phono 7814

•

W.

Salaa

HUDSON OKALIR
»th Street Phone TH!

Saugatuck — Chief of Police
William Gore warned beach visitors hero not to leave any valuables in cars where they are easy
to reach. The warning waa Jisued after three cars were broken
into Friday afternoon at the Oval
and at Goshorn lake.

FRED’S CAR LOT
Reconditioned and

Guaranteed Used

STANDARD
Washing

Oil
—

.

Gin

PRODUCTS
Greasing

Off

Repair

All

Kinds

Leaky Roofs!

We'll recover old roofi
like new . . . install new
ones reasonably. Estimates furnished prompt-

The

21 and Waverly Road

Phones 66360 and 67221

CAR WASHING

HAAR AUTO

BRAKE SERVICE

150 EAST 8TH ST.
Phone 6422
Your Bulck-Pontiac Dealer

Cara Called For and Delivered

The boot In drought end
ohampagroo. Ala®, ear*
wlohoa end eneok* AH

GEO.

served by trained employ see.

Alr«ondltlonedand open
11 100 A.M. until midnight

SUPER SERVICE
Don Hartgerink —
125 W. 8th

St.

ROOFING 00.

WARM

FRIEND

RUBERO/D PRODUCTS

TAVERN

29 East 6Hi Street

PHONE 3826
N.
JOHN

PETER

H. & B.

many

bottled beere and wlnel and

MODI
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Bier Holder effort
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Simonizing

M

Wt

ELZINGA I V0LKERS, lie.

Herm Blok
Phone 7777

old.

The arrests were by officersof
the sheriff's departmentand state
police.

HADS

6ERERAL C0NTRACTIN8
ENGINEERING

Sandwich-Soda Bar
Former Holland Couple

869 River Ava.

Taking European Tour

PHONE

INDUSTRIAL

COMMERCIAL

7197

Ni'ra thf "incurs'’
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Post, Jr.,
formerly of Holland,have boon
touring Europe this summer. Their
itinerary included France. Belgium, The Netherlands, England,
Ireland and Sweden.
Mr. Post now is studying at the
Aspects of Sweden university at

Uppsala, Sweden. In Stockholm,
they plan to visit Mr. ard Mrs.

Gunnar Heimburger,who

have
been recent guests in Holland. The
Posts will return to the United
States Aug. 26.
They both will resume teaching
positions in Muskegon this fall.
Mrs. Post is the daughter of Mr.

ALWAYS BUYING

SCRAP

l«

IRON and METAL CO.

Phones 9051

-

Phene

2284

Holland Mich.

Eve. 66734

SpmaL!

cWho’s

120 River Ave.
Complete New

York and Mr. Post is the son of
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Post, 735
State St.
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and Mrs. Bert Brower of New

USED CARS

CONSTRUCTION
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Selection

DUTCH MILL
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GUARANTEED
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XVs
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PRINTING
SERVICE
9 Eost lOtb Street Phone 2326
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Western Michigan Farm Operators
Told

Engagement

Rusty Roofs on

fro|,||!|11

0f
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m
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Will Save Soil

On

Farm Biddings

Hylands

m

Need Attention

Between Aug. 10-25;

I Use Fertilizers
Grass waterwaysare important conservation measures for
sloping and hilly land. Michigan
State college soil scientists advise that now is the time to start
preparing waterways for seeding
during August.

Establishingand leaving a
good, strong sod in the natural
water courses prevents excessive
soil loss in the channel areas, pre-

vents

gullies and reduces wear
and breading of farm machinery
used on the land.
Soils specialists say the easiest
way to start sod waterways is to
kave established sod in the natural waterways when old fields
are plowed. If there is no sod and
a gully exists, it is necessaryto
break down the steep banks and
ahepe the desired waterway.
Early August is a good time to
prepare such a waterway so it
can be seeded between Aug. 10-25
in most parts of Michigan.
To get a quick growth of grass,
heavy fertilization is usually necessary and liming,if tests show it
is needed. Five hundred pounds to
the acre of commercial fertilizer

a top dressing of manure is
not too heavy. The soils men say it
is important to get the sod established whik there still is growing
weather.
On soils high in organic matter, Kentucky blue grass as 15 to

complete coat
On choice of paint, the engineer
says asphalt, red or blue lead,
aluminum,iron oxide, and metallic
zinc paint are used for differ-

five

pounds of domestic rye grass is a
food mixture. Another suitable
mixture is 10 pounds of Kentucky
blue grass, 10 pounds of brome
grass and five pounds of domestic
rye grass.
For soils low in organic matter,
they recommend seeding 10 to 15
pounds of either Chewings or tall
fescue along with five pounds of
domestic rye grass. A half bushel
of oats may be planted with any
of the mixtures to help establish
the seeding.

i
Nelson Jay Gebben (top) of
Borculo, and Albert Jay Wesseldyke, of route 1, Zeeland,
left July 24 for duty with the

Army Air Force

at Lackland

Air base in San Antonio,Texas.

Both will receive six weeks
basic training and will be
transferred to
technical
school. Gebben and Wessel-

a

dyke were graduated from
Zeeland high school and both
were employed at Grand Haven Brass comoany. Gebben is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Gebben of Borculo and Wesseldyke is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Wesseldyke, of routs
1,

Zeeland.

Grass or

Whether contaminated

Gaining in favor is the summer
seeding® of legumes and grasses
as a means of assuring that the
ground will be covered and forage
crops kept at a high level.
The advantage of summer seeding, according to D. L. Clanahan,
Michigan State collegefarm crops
specialist, is that the problem of
properly preparing a seed bed to
cut down on weed competition is
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-
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there.

De Goed, Withey

Race

jaunt across the lake from Milwaukee to Grand Haven, has accepted . a challenge from Lew
Withey, former national water
ski champion, to race ecross the
lake Aug. 19.
Withey, 20-year old Grand Rapids man, issued the challenge last
week, and De Goed, anxious to

make

the lake crossing,accepted.

The race will start in Milwaukee
and end at Lake Macatawa.
Withey, who won both junior
and senior ski championshipsin
1946, is leaving for Californiafor

compass which was

prevented him from

inaccurate

making it

:w
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m
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are conducting the studies.
With the rapid developmentof

urban areas, sewage has been
dis-charged in large volumes into
streams and rivers. Heavy conMiss Mo;lene Visscher
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sandy, tamination with sewage has resulted in many cases. In some irroute 6, announce the engagement
rigation areas, the only sources of
of their daughter,Marlene Visswater are these contaminated
cher, to Roger Koning, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Koning, 23 East streams.Pollutedwater may be
used on the vegetables grown
19th St.

:

j

Dr. W. L. Mallmann, and Warren Litsky, research bacteriologists at Michigan State college

solved easier. Many fanners another try Wednesday.
De Goed was unavailable for
throughoutthe state report having more success from this method comment on the race today. But
than by seeding with a companion in a press interview Saturday, he
or nurse crop earlier in the season. said the “choppy waters” and a

Michigan State college farm
crops researchers have found that
all types of grasses, clovers, alfalfas, and mixtures respond to this
type of seeding with equal success.
Weed competitionis eliminated

irriga-

tion, East Lansing.

gan in his proposed Saturday

Legume

#1,

ganisms tq vegetablesirrigated
with polluted water is the subject of much research at the Michigan agriculturalexperimentsta-

Lee De Goed. twice thwarted by
the choppy waters of Lake Michi-

Plan for Seeding

Water

tion water can carry disease or-

Plan Ski

ent effects.

and

20 pounds an acre with

Irrigation

Estimatessay that 40 per cent
of the roofs of farm buildings in
Michigan are galvanizedsheets.
According to L. R. Arnold, Ottawa
county agriculturalagent, the
same surveys disclosed that about
50 per cent of these roofs are
rusty and should be cared for to
stop further loss of metal.
A. J. Bell, agriculturalengineer
at Michigan State college,has
supplied the agent with a few tipa
on paint selectionfor metal roofs.
He advises that metal roofs be
coated as soon as rust is observed.
This conserves paint and extends
the service life of sheets. Badly
rusted areas should be steel brushed to remove loose rust. The roof
should then be swept with a
broom. Two coats of paint should
be used over bad rust— and a second coat is always a good investment. “Spot paint” rust areas
first; then give entire surface a

Plant Seeds Early
|

,r- Kv'

a good thing you came In,” Mrs. Vincent
Morford, draft board clerk, told Paul J. Blank, 51
East 15th 8t., who stopped at the county board
In Grand Haven Thureday. Slenk said he didn’t
think he had the right classification, because he
had married, since he registered In 1944. Mre.
Morford checked and found that he wee elated to
go to Detroit for pre-inductionexaminationnext
“It's

Although only a few epidemics
have been charged to contaminated
vegetables, the research workers
point out that it is possible that
infectionsmay be caused by eating vegetables grown on contaminated soils.
No standards of quality have
yet been set for irrigation waters.
Before standards of bacterial
quality can be set, investigations
of bacteria in sewage and sewage
A group of 268 Ottawa county
contaminatedwater must be men reported to Detroit Aug.
made.
9 for pre-induction examinations,
The scientistshave found that the Ottawa county draft board
certain organisms can be used to revealed today.
indicate the sanitary quality of irOf this group, 34 face induction
rigation water. Further studies into the armed se vices between
will be made to find how these Sept. 1-30. The others who pass
organismstravel in the soil and in will go into a pool, and likely will
the vegetables grown on the soil face call later this fall, Mrs.
Ultimate results of the tests are Vincent Morford, chief clerk at
expectedto be standards for irri- board No. 74, said.
gated land.
Notices to report Aug 9 were
recieved last week by prospective draftees, Mrs. Morford said.
They were sent to men in 1-A,
starting
the 25-year-old
bracket down to 22-year-olds.
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)'
“We’re half way through the
A miscellaneous shower was 22-year-oldson this first call,"
held last Friday evening in honor Mrs. Morford said. “Those who
of Miss Lois Schrotenboerin the pass will be inducted according
home of Mrs. Justin Brink. Games to age, with the older ones go-

Wednesday as part of the county’s quota of 26S
men. The board clerk it shown above at left
making the neceasary changes on Slenk’s papers.
Mrs. Slenk stands beside her husband. The Slenk
case pointi out Mrs. Morford’e advice: "Let ue
know If your marital status hae changed since
you registered.”
(Sentinel photo)

Crops Stalled

268 County Men Face
Pre-Induction Exams

Overisel

at

\

Due To
In

HoUand Grain Elevator
Ready to Store Wheat

Dampness

Ottawa Area

Crop conditions throughoutthe
county are good with a few exGlen Taylor reports that the
new grain elevator at Holland ceptions, according to L. R. Arnow is ready to store wheat. The nold, Ottawa county agriculture
elevator is located on the second agent. Melon growers and cucumroad north of the bridge. Turn ber growers are disappointed over
west on this road to reach the
the slow grouth. These two crops
elevator.
in late, then stalled due to
Any farmer who has not ex- went
wet weather ai)d cool nights.
ceeded his acreage allotment may
The melon crop is almost an enstore grain in this building through
the Commodity Credit corpora- tire failure. Fertilizationhas been
very poor also. Hot weather in
tion. The building will hold 100,August may help out in the
000 bushels of grain.
cucumber crop.
Wheat growers are also having
their troubles with too much
moisture. In many instances,
wheat tested above 14 per cent

County Receives

across the lake. He landed somewhere in the Saugatuck area on were played and prizes were ing first.”
too much moisture for storage.
his second try.
awarded. A two-course lunch was
Arnold suggests that farmer*
Men who pass are subject to
Withey said he hasn’t attempted served by Mrs. Justin Brink, Mrs. induction 21 days after passing.
have samples of wheat tested at
elevators before threshing and
during the hot summer months any marathon skiing but will go John Voorhorst, Mrs. Willis Brink They must receive at least 10
Grand Haven (Special— Ottawa storage. The farmer can make a
when the soil is comparatively dry. into training for the 90-mile and Mrs. Jasper Brink, joint hos- days’ notice prior to being called.
tesses. Others present were Mrs.
The weed seed requires more grind.
The call includes some veterans county, through its treasurer,has simple salt test tp determine
When gasoline and water are moisture for germination than
Dennis Top, Mrs. Ben Ten Haar, who didn’t fulfill the minimum
moisture content.
received a check for $100,228.80,
mixed together, the gas rises
Mrs. Dale Voorhorst,Mrs. John service requirementsfor exempSecure a small vial about i
does the grass and legume seed.
Ninth Annual Reunion
representing sales tax diversion
Schrotenboer, Merle Top, Mrs. tion, Mrs. Morford added.
inch in diameter and fill it half
the top.
12-year-old Holland
Clanahan says the time to get
Justin Brink and Jarvis .Brink.
Corn Is a fast growing plant boy will testifyto that today.
grass and legume seed in the Held by Speet Family
She also had a request to make money for governmental unit*, full of wheat. Then pour on a
Florence Voorhorst was not able to certain men:
and requires considerablenitro- Peter Ritsema completeda trip ground is between Aug. 10 and 25.
based on the 1950 county census small amount of dry salt, about as
The Speet family held its ninth to attend.
gen in the soil to make rapid from the south to the north side
"Please let us know of your of 59,660, of $1.68 per capita. The much as could be dipped out three
annual reunion Tuesday at LawGerrit Rigterink spent last week marital status if it has changed
growth. For a 60-bushel yield, of Lake Macatawa Saturday
amount is for the period from times with a one-cent piece.
rence park in Zeeland. About 120 with Mrs. Lena Rasmussen in her
corn needs 95 pounds nitrogen per evening when his overheatedout
Put cork in vial, then shake for
since you registered.”
April 1, 1950 through June 30,
attended.
cottage at Murray Lake.
acre.
five minutes. If the salt runs out
Those going to Detroit are clas- 1950.
bord motor caught fire. Peter
After a picnic supper, sports
Mrs. Peter Naber of East Hol- sified 1-A— eligible for service.
Plowing under a good applica- picked up an empty gas can, filled
with the wheat, moisture is beThe units included in the diswere conducted with prizes award- land was a guest of Mrs. John
tion of manure or turning under
low 14 per cent and wheat is
These include single men, who tribution are:
it with water, and threw it on
ed in all age groups.
Rigterink last Monday afternoon. have not served 90 days during
a good green manure crop is ad- the fire.
ready
for the bin. If salt clumps
The first figure indicates popuTaking part in the program
Several young people of the Re- war time or one year during peace
visable if a good yield is to be obor- sticks to the glass, the wheat
But the little gas left in the
lation
and
the
second
figure
the
were two daughters of the early formed church attended the Gold- time.
tained. Most Ottawa growers use
is too moist.
can got there before the water
amount to be received:
Service recruiterscautioned Hol- pioneers who came to Holland in en Chain union meeting in Hughes
commercial fertilizer at time of did, and helped the fire instead jf
If test Is made out In the open,
“It also would be a good idea
HoUand city-14,616— $24, 554.land men today that after they 1847, Mrs. George Klomparens, the Grove in Hudsonvillelast Tuesplanting to assist in growth.
to let the draft board know if you 88; Zeeland city— 3,007— $5,051.- the glass vial should be protected
putting it out.
A '-‘second helping” of nitrogen Peter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ger- receive their pre-induction exam- former Dena Speet, and Mrs B. Wel- day evening.
from the sun's rays. A bottle or
have had any children since you
Members of the Girls society registered,” Mrs. Morford point- 76; Grand Haven city— 8,799
may do much in many cases, ad- rit Ritsema of Montello park, ination notice from the draft ters, the former Anna Speet. Mr.
other vessels could be used, but
$14,782.32.
board, neither Army or Navy en- and Mrs. Klomparens, who are of the Christian Reformed church
vises L. R. Arnold, Ottawa county
was frightened but uninjured.The listment officerscan touch them. both over 85, sang a Dutch Psalm. attended a meeting last Thursday ed out. “It doesn’t make any difCoopersville— 1.083 — $1,819.44; more salt should be added if more
agricultural agent A side dresswheat is used.
ference now, but it might in the HudsonvUle
accident happened in about two
837
$1,406.16;
'It’s too late when you get your Mrs. Welters read a poem, which evening at Westminster lodge Biing of about 200 pounds sulphate
future.”
feet of water near the north side draft notice to report for pre-inSpring
Lake—
1,329—
$2,232.72.
she wrote herself, giving an ac- ble conference at Saugatuck. They
of ammonia or 125 pounds am- dock. No damage resulted to eithOttawa’s call for examination
Georgetown township—2,592
monium nitrate per acre at last er the boat or motor, the elder duction physical,” M/Sgt Dick count of the early settlers and were entertained by the Knicker- subjects was first set at 57, but
Flint, Army and Air Force re- the fire of 1871.. She is 89.
bocker band. Genevieve Nyhof, when selective sevice upped the $4,354.56; HoUand township
cultivation may be needed.
Ritsema said.
cruiter, said.
Other program numbers includ Ruth Verduin, and Shirley Welt- state quota last week, the number 4, 913-$8, 253.84; Olive— 1,304
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
If' the com seems to stall or to
$2,190.72; Park-1,974— $3,316.It’s a ruling of the selective e4 instrumental and vocal music ers also spent a few days at the
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hoeve and
aort of fade out in color this shot
was jumped to 268. There are 5,- 32; Port Sheldon-416-$698.88;
service law, and there’s nothing by John Hoffman and his son, a conference.
family have returned from a fiveof nitrogen may bring about very
660 registrant* in the county.
Robinson— 1,041 — $1,748.88 and
can
be
done
about
it,
Flint
added.
Mr.
and
Mrs.'
Leon
Rigterink
family history by Mrs. B. Du Mez,
week
vacationtrip to the West
good results. This supply of added
Members of the draft board are
The recruiter pointed out that and an address and showing of are the parents of a daughter, D. H. S. Ryner, Spring Lake, Zeeland township— 1,879— $3,156.- coast. They stopped at places of
fertilizer will supply about 40
72.
he has had “lots of inquiries” pictures by Dr. Gerald Nykerk of Diane Gail, bom July 22.
interest er route and visited with
pounds tf the element nitrogen.
chairman, George Fett, Richard L.
L. J. Ponstein, student of the
about enlistingfrom men who Arabia. Will Mokma gave the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Vander Hoop and
It may increase the yield anyCook
and A. J. Wessel, all of
Hospital
Notes
Western Theological seminary,
have been ordered to report for closing prayer.
Judith in Redlands, Calif. They
where from 10 to 25 bushels.
Grand
Haven. No appointment has
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
physicals thia Wednesday.
also went to Mexico and the CataGifts were presentedto mem- spoke in the Reformed church been made to succeed the late
Arnold reports com in the
Admitted to HoUand hospital lina islands, where they went on a
The Army and Air Force will bers of the oldest generation and Sunday morning in the interest of Bruno Peter, Grand Haven.
county looks good. It is growing How would you like to come
Friday were Harry Yutts, route
the
Chciago
Tract
society.
sight seeing trip of the famous
despite cool weather. He has ob- home some night and find all have a man on duty here each two sixth generation members
In Washington, draft officials 6: Gloria Veele, route 2; Henry
Mrs. George Poppen had her
Submarine Cypress Gardens of the
served no fields which show any your furniture stacked up and Monday and Friday from 10 a.m. were announced. SecretaryJohn
pointed out that a bride may keep Hoekman, 138 East 17th St.
Pacific.
signs of lack of nitrogen but this your rugs cleaned. . .some sur- to 5:30 p.m. at the post office, it Kooiker and Treasurer Zwiers membership transferred from the an otherwiseeligibledraft regDischarged Friday were Loren
was revealed today. Formerly the gave their reports.James Nykerk Reformed church to the Ottawa
Mr. and Mrs. M. Oudemool, 47
could come later, perhaps too late prise, huh?
istrant out of uniform for the Van Ness, 370 Grove drive; Ben
Reformed church.
to make any application. Arnold
West 15th St., have returned from
That was what Mrs. Henry recruiter has been here just on presided.
time
being, but it’s not * sure- Bergman, 267 East 14th St.; Mrs
The pulpit in the Reformed
a four- week trip to Glacier Park,
believes all that is necessary now Costing found a few days ago. Friday. The Navy observes the
officers are Lawrence
fire guarantee.
Celia Veldheerand daughter, 294
is sunshineand heat. A normal Her husband hadn't been home all same recruiting hours in Holland. Brouwer, president; Chester Ny- church wil be supplied by the folMont., and the Redwoods of northTTiey said the final decision on East 12th St.; Jack Marema, 1665
ern California. They spent several
August will give a good yield of day and didn’t know anything
kerk, vice president;Louis Garve- lowing ministersduring August
defering men who have married Mart indale, Grand Rapids; Mrs.
com in 1950.
link, secretary; John Hoffman, while the Rev. and Mrs. Marion since the start of the Korean war Patricia Green and son, 352 Col- days with their daughter, Mr*. D.
about it either. But he called Potlack Picnic Planned
Louwcnaar and family of Denver,
treasurer; George A. Speet, pro- Klaaren and family are on vacaCornie Westrate, the man who
is up to the nation’s local draft umbia Ave.; Mrs. Minnie Slootgram chairman; Gordon Plagge- tion: Aug. 6, the Rev. Harold Hoff- boards.
By
Eaglet
Auxiliary
ordinarily
cleans
their
rugs,
and
haak and son, 1527 129th Ave.; Colo. Chaplain Louwcnaar is io
Chemicals Help Control
man, Aug. 13, the Rev. Harold
Pusan, Korea, with the second
sure 'nuff, he had done it.
Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles plan- mars, sports chairman; Mrs. B. Du
These
official* added that many Mrs. Antoinette Blaauw and
Leestma; Aug. 20, the Rev. Henri
battalion.
Unwanted Foliage
The hitch was that Cornie ned a potluck picnic at their meet- Mez, historian.
daughter,
route
6;
Mrs.
Grace
Steunenberg; Aug. 27, the Rev. board members probably will be
Guest at the summer home of
thought he was in the home of ing Friday night at the lodge hall.
inclined to scrutinize recent mar- Kirst, 286 East 13th St.; Mrs. LorHenry Van Dyke.
Controlling stands of trees and Mrs. J. D. French next door. He
Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Sharp of MacaThe picnic will be Wednesday Norma King Honored
raine
Nykamp
and
daughter,
95J
The Rev. and >ws. Harold Arink riage closely to make sure the East 15th St.
ahrubs or eradicating both com- previously had done work in both at the home of Mrs. Saddle Van
tawa is Erwin Young of Chicago,
and daughter of Rowley, Iowa, are bridegroom wasn’t just trying to
pletely is of great importancein houses on South Shore drive, and Oort, Macatawa Park. Members At Bridal Shower
DischargedSaturday were Dale who recently returned from South
dodge
military service.
visitors in the home of Mr. and
maintenance of power line, tele- got a trifle mixed up. No one was are to bring their own sandA surprise misoellaneousshower
Men with dependents are not Hopkins, route 4; Lawrence Pic- Africa, where he was a member
phone, highway, and ditch right- home at either house. . .and they wiches, dish for the table and honoring Miss Norma King was Mrs. James Koopman and Mrs.
of an elephant hunting party.
automatically
deferred under the otte, 468 Plasman.
John Arink.
of-ways, according to Maurice W. have a common driveway too.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Fought
Admitted
Sunday
were
Fanny
table service. The group will given Wednesday night a her
Mr. and Mr*. John Langeland draft law recently extended by Zeedyk, route 4; Albert J. Elders, and children,Warren, Kenneth
Day, supervisorof the Dunbar
So Cornie returned to the meet at the Eagles hall on East home, 99 East 37th St. Hostesses and
Congress.
But
it
does
give
the
Betty from Lamont were
Forest Experiment station.
GrandviUe; Catherine Costing, and Margaret, and Misses Frances
French home to manicure those Eighth St., at 6 p. m. for bus were Mrs. Oliver King and Mrs.
visitors in the home of Br. and President authority to defer them route 5; Louise FuUer, 234 East and Cornelia Van Voorst were in
Control procedures fall into two rugs.
transportation.
Eugene King.
Mrs. John Rigterink last Wednes- —an authority he already has ex- Ninth St.
classes: mechanicaland chemical.
Detroit during the week-end.
It wasn’t a dumb trick at all.
Mrs. Henry Helmink presided
Decorationsincluded an arbor day evening.
ercised.
Mechanical methods include: cut- The Costingsasked him to come at the business meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Gunnar HeimburDischarged Sunday were Anna
with snapdragons on a vine. In the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kreling of
ting, burning, disking, plowing, beck to clean some more rugs!
Oetman, route 6; G. C. Hekhuis, ger and Miss Karin Heimburger,
Mrs. Minnie Huizenga installed snapdragonswere clues, telling
Kalamazoo and the Rev. and Mrs. Explosion Destroys
bulldozing or girdling. AH have
route 5.
left Sunday for their home in
Mrs. Betty Ooms as conductress the bride-elect where gifts were
A. Marcus from Wisconsin were
disadvantages. Cutting and burnStockholm,
Sweden. They have
Hospital
births
irfclude
a
daughfor the remainder of the year.
hidden. Refreshment*were served
Saturday afternoon callers in the Hydraulic Dredge
ing result in heavy sprouting and Annual State 4-H
ter, Sharon Ann, born Saturday been guests of Mrs. N. Bosch, 189
Cards were played and prizes by the hostesses.
home Of the Rev. and Mrs. M.
the latter methods result in good Scheduled for Aug. 29
to Mr. and Mrs. Marvel Caauwe, West 12th St.
were won by Mrs. Helmink, Mrs.
Invited were the Mesdames
Grand Haven (Special)— A hyKlaaren and family.
2971
West 22nd St.; a son, Jack
seedbed conditionsfor another
Miss Mary Wolbert, 261tt'West
Elsie Ver Hey, Mr*. Minnie Van- Russell Harrington,Edwin HarA committee meeting was held draulic dredge, owned by Arnold William, bom Sunday to Mr. and 15th St., is in Zeeland for a few
stand of trees or shrubs. Girdling
Youthful exhibitorsfrom nearly der Bie and Mrs. Mabel Barnes. rington, Floyd Elgersma, Aaron
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jus- Maier of Caledonia, which has Mr*. Jack LaMar, route 1; a son, days visiting her brothers and sisis slow and suitableonly for lar- every county in Michiganare pre- The August committee was in
Elgersma,John Elgersma, Mike tin Brink, last Monday evening to been used by the government for
ger trees.
paring more than 4,000 exhibits to charge of refreshments.
De Jonge, George Grotenhuis, make arrangementsfor the Peters dredging out the channel on Grand Mark Alan, born Sunday to Mr. ters and their families.
and Mrs. Eugene Oudemolen, Mrs. Alice Samson, of Oakland,
bring to East Lansing, Aug. 29 to
Caherine Harper, Kenneth Harp- family reunion which will be held river near Crockery township,
route. J*
Neb., visited Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
Sept
1 for the 35th annual State SEED COLLECTION HINTS
er, Russell Essenburg,Juke Ten Aug. 15, at the Hamilton commun- was totally lost as the result of
Profram Scheduled
4-H club show.
Van De Luyster and Dr. and Mrs.
Collect delphinium seeds from Cate, Ed Colenbrander, Margaret
an explosion at 10:40 p.m. SaturGeorge Thomas during the weekFor Extension Leaders
A. G. Kettunen, state 4-H club only the finest spikes and the Ming, James Mool, Percy Peter- ity hall. Those present were Mr.
Linda
Lou
Welton
Has
day.
No
one
was
on
the
boat
and
and Mrs. Gordon Peters,Mrs. Sarend.
leader et Michigan State college, fullest pods as soon as they ripen. son, Catherine Baker, Casey Beltah Peters, Mrs. Harry Lam pen the loss i* estimated at $20,000.
Allegan county home extension says his staff is preparing to han- Replant as soon as the seed is dry.
Third
Birthday
Party
' Mrs. Wilbelmina De Jong, 243|
man, John Van Voorst, Harold and Mr*. John Poppen.
Origin of the explosion ha* not
leaders will learn about “Flowers dle more entries, more boys and
West 11th St., arrived in Holland
Do not cover the seed with more Dorr, John Griep, Clarence
Baptism was administeredto been determined, according to
birthday party, was given today after visiting relatives in
that Grow from Roots, Bulbs and girls, and a greater number and
then two times Its diameter of Smith, Harry Salisbury, Ray Voss the son of Mr. and Mr*. Gerad state police.
Thursday by Mrs. Max Welton Vriesland, the Netherlands,for
Tubers" at their next meeting on variety of contests and demon- soiL For fall bloom*, do not let
Ray Vander Brink, Walter Poll, Gerrit* and the daughter of Mr.
for Linda Lou Welton, who was three months.
Friday Aug. 11, at 10 am. at the strations than last year.
I ower* go to seed. Cut them back Irvelle Harrington,John Schaap,
and. Mr*. Glenn Vander Kamp at
celebrating her third birthday anGriswold auditorium In Allegan.
Several new events have been ust below the flower spike.
Couple
Celebrates
Ben Wabeke, Gordon De Bidder the morning service in the Christniversary.
R. Chpoman. horticuL added for the show this yeer.
REMOVE FLOWER HEADS
and the Misses Marlyn Ming, ian Reformed church Sunday
Game* were played and prizes Most annuals and perennials
Wedding Anniversary
specialist,has been secured They include: tractor operator*
NIP MORNING GLORY TIPS
Grace and Beryl Harrington, ElMr. and Mrs. Ed Keas and
won by Judy Bennett, David Day can be encouragedto keep bloomMary E. Bullis, home extcn- contest; public speakingcontests, Mornlbg glories will bloom
aine Van Voorst, Marla Essen- granddaughter,Joyce, from ConMr. and. Mr*. Joe Boer*, route
i Aioa agent; for this ail day meet- and a model business meeting
more freely if the growing tip* burg, Luella Wabeke and Vonda klin, and Mr. and Mrs. John Slok- 3, entertained a group of relatives and Bobbin Doyen. Sally Range ing if you keep picking off the.
assisted Mrs. Welton in serving faded flowers before the seeds
demonstration.
are nipped out at this time. Thi* Salisbury.
Ste*kers attended the morning ser- at their home Thursday evening in ice cream and birthday cake.
start to form. Flower heads of
force* the growth of side ahoots
vice In the Reformed church Sun- honor of their 25tb wedding anniGuests were Judy Bennett, Phlox . especially, should be reFOOD
AVOID CLOSE CUTTING
which will bloom profusely. HarBelgium, with 513 square miles, day. They were dinner guests of versary. A twp-course lunch was David Day, Bobbie Doyen, Itonnie
moved since the plants set seed
Close cutting of the lawn during dy chrysanthemums will make a
has the smallest coal area of any the Rev. and Mrs. M. Klaaren served. Guest* Vvere Mrs. Johanna and Marlene Kuhlman, .Lynn and
which comes up quite often in the
the summer months encourages better fall display if given a little
,
and family. Mr. and Mrs. R. Bom- Boers, Mr. and Mrs. John Boers, Jimmy Nelson, Connie, Sally and monotonous magenta color.
food crab grass which must have light extra feeding with complete plant
er* of Muskegon were also Sun- Mr. and Mrs. Jake Boers, Mr. and Susan Range, Mrs. Jean Kuhlmen,
WJUl to thrive. Set the mower as high rood now. Water the/plant food in
It take*, about 30 carloads of day afternoon caller* in the Klaar- Mrs. Charles Scha*p and Mis*
Robert Doyen
n and Mrs. C.
Le« than half the people In the
paint to oover the Queen Mary,
en homo.
Alma BojrSi
‘
,r
«
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Locals Victimize
Hasfeelites

h

Home

Following

Wedding Trip
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WANT-ADS

Ernie Victor Winner

Jim Hagadone Victim

Showing;

In Ninth {or Victory

The Holland Flying Dutchmen
played their familiar "one-run
theme” for the patrons again Monday night The locals,who have
been involved In so many squea-

•

was their 13th one-run game,
eight of which now rest on the
right side of the ledger. It ups
their season’s record to 12 wins
and nine losses.
And it took five unearned runs
to do it The winning run crossing
It

in the last of the ninth as a result of
the
Haskelites infielders.
Ron Forney and Gene Schrotenboer proved the hitting stars, and
Ernie Victor, the newest Dutchman pitcher who, gave promise
of bolsteringthe sagging pitching
staff, won his first contest with

charity by

Fortney banged out two hits
and scored three runs including
the winning marker and Schro-

Members of Michigan's conservation commission
gathered at the Warm Friend Tavern Tuesday
night for the monthly meeting. The group toured
game reservationsand state parks from Niles
through Allegan county earlier In the day. At the
meeting the commission approved several land
purchases; transferred the deed for Aman park
back to the City of Grand Rapids and voted In

favor of rye strip farming to Increase deer population. Seated (left to right): Donald B. MoLouth, Harold W. Glatsen, Georgs A. Griffith,
Lawrence J. Gotschall.Standing(left to right):
P. J. Hoffmaiter, director of the department,
Wayland Osgood, secretary, commission chairman Joseph P. Rahllly,R. H. Fletcher,Jr, and
Peter J. Calcatera.

3

Schrotenboer, lb ............... 4
Czerkies, cf .......................4
Van Dorple, c ................ 3
Wenzel, c ..........................1
H. Van Wieren, rf ........... 3
L. Van Wieren ................ 1

0
0

2

0 0
Borgman, 2b .......................4 1 0
Wlodarczyk,3b ................4 0 1

Victor, p

3

0

0 0
0 0
0
0

0

1

1

0

0

0

Totals
33
Haskelites (4)

5

7

AB R

H

1

0

Fenton, 3b .......................4 1
Snyder, ss ........................3 1
Bieglow, 2b ........................
3 0
Ferrick, 2b ......................1 0
Byrne, c ............................3 0
Chiclon, cf ........................4 0
If •••••••••••••••••••••«•••••3 0
rf ••••••••»•••••••••••••••••••3 1
Kleine, p ...........................1 0
p •••••••••••••••••••••••1 0

2

Crystal, lb

3

........................

.

Totals:

Women

29

of

4

was held at Waukazoo Inn last
week with Dr. Kleinheksel and his

serve.

Mrs. Francis Ritchay, her daughfamily taking top honors for best
ter, Mrs. W. E. Beier, and her soncostumes. Individual honors also in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
went to the perennial favorites. H. C. Van Deventer and children,

each Friday night.
On Saturday evening. Harold
Danks, breeder of Arctic sled dogs,
gave an exhibitionwith his Samoyets and Huskies for Inn guests.
Next Saturday at 8:30 p.m. James
S. Dutton, concert marimbist, will
give a classicalconcert, assisted
by Harriette French at the piano.
Among new arrivalsat the Inn
is Mrs. Gerda Ramsem. of Oslo.
Norway, who comes the record

Changes Plea
Grand Haven

in the county jail by Justice How-

rest was by sheriff's officers.

Will Live

in

Grand Rapids

0

Moose Select

At the meeting of the Women
of the Moose Wednesday night,
Mrs. Maxine Den Uyl and Mrs.
• Florine Berkey were chosen as
delegates to the International

Aug. 16 with the

Moosehart
alumni committee in charge.
•

•

-

•

•

V

periods.
(Bulfordphoto)
The camp was conducted each ]
Mr. ond Mrs. James Robbers,Jr,
Following a wedding trip to and carried a colonial bouquet of day from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. under
Niagara FaUs, Mr. and Mrs. yellow roses. Mrs. Larry Wilson the directionof Mrs. Albert TimJames Rabbers, Jr., are. now at and Mrs. Leon Pittman, brides- mor, local Camp Fire executh* ,
home at route 3, Holland. Mrs. maids, wore identical gowns of director. Mrs. Phillip Luth was
Rabbers is the former Ruth Elaine light green and rose taffeta, re- camp chairman.
Pittman,daughter of Mrs. A. B. spectively, styled with hoop skirts.
Highlights for the older Cusp
Hulsebos, 52 East 18th St. The All wore matching mitts and had Fire girls was the staying overgroom is the son of James Rab- matching flowers in their hair. night on Wednesdays. Last week, t
bers, route 5, Holland.
Kathy Matheny, flower girl, wore the girls slept in the lodge and m
The double ring wedding cere- s white satin gown like the the porch because of rainy westfe- '
mony was performedFriday, July bridesmaids' and carried a basket er. They cooked all their own
28, at 8 p.m. in Immanuel church. of rose petals. The ring bearer, meals out of doors with Mrs. Ray
The Rev. C. M. Beerthuls officiat- Phil Weycnberg,vyore a white suit Fehring as camp craft advisor.
ed. Palms, ferns, candelabra and and carried the rings on a satin Throughout the week they feabaskets of yeUow and white gladi- pillow.
tured a variety of dishes, includoli formed the setting.Sprays of
Attending the groom were ing chili, stew, roast coni, spayellow and white gladioli marked Floyd Pittman, the bride’s broth- ghetti, glorifiedwieners, ’smores
the pews.
er, as best man, and Bob Versaw, and baked cookies. All cooking'
Miss Lily Kleinheksel,organist, cousin of the groom, and A1 Pitt- was done over an open fire, with *
played the wedding music and man, brother of the bride, as ush- reflector ovens, In fire pits STother outdoor methods.
the Carvers a 3-2 lead which they John Henschke was soloist. He ers.
sang "Because” and ’The Lord’s
held until the eighth. '
About 130 guests attended the
Preceding their oveinl^g
reception in Zeeland City hall. Mr. Wednesday, the girls went hflring »
Borgman led off with a walk. Prayer."
The bride wore a white slipper and Mrs. Ted Kleinheksel were and berrying. They found blackWlodarczyk lined a single to center but was thrown out trying to satin gown with a net yoke out- master and mistress of ceremon- berries to eat for breakfast
go to second. This play cost the lined with wide tace and long ies. Miss Norma King, Jack Huff, Thursday morning with stacks af
Dutchmen a run. Schrotenboersleeves pointed at the wrists. The Miss Maxine Ven Huis and Jack pancakes.
filed out with Borgman tallying full skirt extended into a long Rutgers were in charge of the gift
Handcraft was taught by Ilia
when the ball was heaved far over train. She wore a fingertip veil, room. Serving the guests were the Bill Seaman. Shell craft, ladng,
the catcher’s head. George Czerk held in place by a satin headpiece Misses Marilyn Bos, Joyce Doze- 1 an yen, clay pottery and eoxh
ies skidded a single to left but edged with lace and she carried a man, Coke Robbert, Laurna Reus- articles were included in the
was out trying to advance to third bouquet of white ros«, white car- chel, Ruth Hoffman ahd Mrs. craft. Miss Caryl Curtis of ths
when Wenzel was safe on an error. nations and baby’s breath. Her Evelyn Berens.
Red Cross was swimming Instruo*
Levandoski opened the fateful pearl necklace was s gift of the
For their wedding trip, the tqr and Mn. Ada Zickler was aa
ninth with a single,advanced to groom.
bride wore a yellow Mo-piece assistantstaff member.

andoski.

He went

to third

when

Schrotenboer cracked
single to center and scored on
Loren Wenzels infield hit. Schrotenboer was thrown out at the
plate on the same play.
Way’s homer in left center made
it 2-1 in the fifth.
But the locals tallied one in the
bottom of the inning to knot the
count. Oon Boeve beat out an
Infieldhit Hagadone forced him
at second. Ron Fortney was safe
on an error. Appledorn bounded
out but Lou Borgman dribbled a
Miss Patricia Doherty
hit to second Hagadone scored but
Mr. and Ms. Harry T. Doherty
Fortney was flagged at the plate
of Lakewood Blvd. announce the
trying to score.
engagement of their daughter,
Fancett, University of Michigan
Patricia, to Donald Sprong, son of
baseballer, lined a tremendous poke
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Sprong, 139 over the fence in dead center some
East 19th St.
400 feet from home plate to give

.

<

.

.

Tinsmith Agrees

•

To Leave
An

Town

itinerant tinsmith from

-

Chester, W. Va., stopped in Hoi
land for a while Wednesday, and
after celebrating his arrival
changed his occupation from tinsmith to car salesman.
He offered a 1946 model car
second on Bud Ccrba’s sacrifice
for $300, and found a buyer. When
and scored when Don Buzalskl
he walked down the street looksingled. Adams then picked out a
ing for the car he didn’t have but
pitch to his liking and hit a towerhad offered for sale, police picked
him up on a drunk and disorderiy ing drive which cleared the fence
In right center.
charge.
"Maybe I talk too much," the Adams, ace of the Carvers’ staff
pitched cagy ball all the way. He
tinsmith-salesmbn muttered when
was especiallytough in the pinches
locked in the hobo cell.
and the base running antics of
William Richards, 41, agreed to
the Dutchmen made his job all
leave town after pleading guilty
the easier.
to the charge in Municipal Court
The game was the fastest of the
Thursday. Ten days’ sentence was
year, lasting two-hours and ten
suspended.
minutes. The night was cold keepIn other court action Thursday,
ing the crowd modest.
James Tompkins,59, of Cincinnati,
It was the second defeat at the
O., pleaded guilty to a drunk and
hands of the Carvers this season
disorderly charge and paid $14.70
as against one win.
fine and costs. Tompkins was arBox score:
rested Wednesdaynight on East Carver# (6)
AB R I!
Eighth St.
Way, If ........................... 5 2 2
Skendzel, 2b .......................4 0 0
Reurkens, lb .... ...............4 0 0
Fancett, rf ....... ...............4 1 1
Mrs. Bernard Meiste and chil- Levandoski, 3b ... ................3 1 2
dren, Mrs. Don Essenburg and Rie.szka,cf ....................... 3 0 0
sons and Mrs. Lenord Tubergen Cerba, cf ...........................0 0 0
and children,all of Holland, visited Buzalskl, ss ....... ...............4 1 1
0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen Tyron, c ............
Adams,
p
............
...............4
1 2
Thursday afternoon.

Beaverdam

and Mrs. Jake Hop.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowmen
and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey De Boer
of Forest Grove are vacationing
this week In the Eastern states.
Mrs. Bert Zoet and Beatrice
attended a shower in honor of
Jayne Baker at the home of Mrs.
Jake Visser in Holland Thursday

Miss Clara Rabbers, maid of
gown

honor, wore an aqua satin

dress with white accessories and
On Tuesday, Miss LudQe Kana white rose corsage.
dux, regional supervisor of Camp
Fire Girls’ was a guest at ths

camp.

Library Adventures

Miscellaneous Shower
By Arnold Mulder

A

kind of answer has now been
written to .Douglas Southall Freeman’s monumental "Life of Robert
E. Lee." The new book, a 1950
publication,is called "Lincoln
Finds a General." The author is
Kenneth P. Williams. This "Military Study of the Civil War"
fills tw. large volumes.
The book does not of course
claim to be an answer to the

Freeman volumes, but that

is

about what it amounts to. Freeman spent some 15 or 20 years on
the three fat volumes in which he
set forth the exploits of the most
famous son of his own state, Virginia. Robert 9 Lee came out of
that study as the greatest military
genius not only of the South in the
Civil War but as in many ways
the greatest commander of the
nineteenth century.As Freeman

the Chief of Staff Winfield Scott,

the war would have been ended
quickly.For he was a man of genius, whereas most of the northern generals during the early
stages of the war were amateur
bunglers.
Grant was the Lochinvar that
came out of the west. He came up
the hard way and he learned his
grim business of war by actually
fighting. Unknown at the start, he
brought his operationsto their
first climax at Vicksburg.After
shifting from commander to commander, in the hope of finding a
man who was capable of hurling
all the forces uf the economically
and industriallypowerful North
against the enemy, Lincoln finally
came to the conclusion that Grant
was the man. He had found a
general at last, and from then on

Fortney, ss .......................5
Appledorn, cf ....

Borgman, 2b
Wlodarczyk, 3b

....

...............4

Schrotenboer, lb ••••••••••MM*
4
Czerkies, If .......................3
•

Wenzel, c .......................
Boeve, rf ............

Humbert

............

4

0

2

0
1
1
0

0

0
0
0
0
1

The general that Lincoln found
in the two volumes now authored
by Kenneth P. Williams was of
1
course Ulysses S. Grant, the man
1
2 to whom the great Lee eventually
handed the document which sur1
rendered his army and ended the
1
Civil War. Freeman was complete0
ly fair to Grant; he did not so
0
1

Given

A

at

KdBeu Park

miscellaneousshower was

given at Kollen park Thursday
evening in honor of Miss Shirley
Bontekoe. TTie event was giveii.
by her aunts, Misses Sens and Tens Bontekoe.
A picnic supper was served.
Games were played and duplicate
prizes awarded to Mrs. Henry -

Brower, Mrs. Marvin Vandar
Mary Lynn Bon-

Vlies and Miss

•,

tekoe.

Others present were the

Me*

dames B. Vander Vlies, Oscar
Bontekoe, John Van Huis, Harris
Van Huis and Theodore Van Huis
and the Misses Beatrice Vander
Vlies, Karen Jean Van Huis and
Lena Brummel.

-

>

‘

Marriage Licenses
(From Saturday's Sentinel)'

Grand Haven, (Special)—Th9

following marriage licenses were
issued Friday: S. Oaig Van Zan*
ten. 26. Grand Haven, and Judith
Mulder. 22, Metuchens, NJ.; Ro*
bert S. Williams. 30, and Kay Wilburn, 26, both of FerrysburjR
Floyd Goulooze, 21, and Patricks
Salisbury, 19; Lloyd Hasldn, Jr#
19, and Daisy Elizabeth Parker,
tary sense both Freeman’s bio19. all of Holland.
graphy of Lee and Williams’ story
Arnold Kolberg, 34, and A(ims
of Grant should be read.
Vander Ven, 30, both of Grand
P. Williams tells in "Lincoln Finds
a Genera!.’’The early phases of
the war are merely sketched into
form a basis for the real story.
When Grant finally appears on the
scene as an active agent the story
proper begins. For the complete
picture of the Civil war in a mili-

Haven.
Kenneth J. Weller, 24, Holland,
and Shirley Jean Gess, 23, Brimfield, Ind.; Orvil J. Richardson, 24*
route 1, Spring Lake, and Menlene Vander Wagen, 21, Ferry*
burg; Willard M. Campbell 27.
and Claudell Campbell, 22, both of
Spring Lake.

Robert Weener Reiigni

As Music Director
Robert Weener has resigned at
band directorat Holland Christian
schools and Beechwood school He
has accepted a positionwith Lyon
and Healy, of Chicago, to organist
hands and orchestras in parochial
schools throughout Chicago and
suburbs.

.

•

$m

m

Allegan (Special)— Mrs. Frank
Broadhurst was inclined to feel Royal Neighbors Hold
pretty sour today about the cu-. August Birthday Meet
cumbers she meant to pickle. '
The Royal Neighborsheld their
Carryinga box of them to her August birthday meeting Wedneshome Monday night, she slipped day evening «t the lodge with Mrs.
on the wet grass and broke her Stella Dore as chairman. \ "
(Penno-Sosphoto) leg. The pickles rolled down the
Lunch was served by Mrs. Gerhill.
Mr. and Mrs. Horiy A. Worst
rit. Knoll Games were played and
. After a wedding trip to northern
teenth Street Christian Reformed
Mrs. Broadhurst was hospital- prizes were awarded to Mrs. AdelMichigan, Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. church. Mrs. Worst is the former ized at Allegan Health Center.
ine Van Dam, Mrs. Lillian Bocks,
and Mrs. Stella Dore.
Worst will live at 400 Grant St, Sylvia De Boe, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack De Boe of Holland.
Stomachs of oxen, sheep and
Mrs. Dore’s cousin, Mrs. Mildred
S.W., Grand Rapids. They were The ^groom’s parents are Mr. and
deer are multiple in structure, Evans, from Champaign, III, was
married Friday, Aug. 4, at Six- Mrs.' John Worst of Grand Rapids. divided into four parts,
a special guest.

m

i

m

i

.

.

am

6

plate
and cover to the Red Cross blood
bank.
The next meeting will be held

the score stood at 1-0 until

Hagadone, p .......
...... 1 0 1 much as suggest that the comMr. and Mrs. Arthur Slag of Van Dorple ...............
mander of the forces of the North
Holland were Sunday visitors
'**^^*® •-••••••••••••••••••••••••#•
36 3 10 was not a great military genius.
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman
But the plan of his work was such Break-In Reported
Harold Brower and Jarvis Wigthat all the action was described
gers from Drenthe furnished the Herman H. Cook, 73
from the southern viewpoint. At Murphy'i Liquor Bar
congregation of the Reformed
Grant therefore does not become
Grand Haven (Special)—State
church with trumpet duets at the Diet at Home Tuesday
an actor in the story; he only apevening service.
police report that Murphy’s liquor
Herman H. Cook. 73, died Tues- pears when Lee hmiself is on the bar, about five miles south of
Mrs. Fanny De Jonge, Mr. and
military stage at the same time.
Mrs. Orval Sampson and Miss day at 5 p.m. at his home. 121
All the rest of the time he is of Grand Haven on US-31 was brokTena De Jonge were visitors Sun- West 17th St, following a lingercourse ignored.
ing
illness.
en into sometime after 2:45
day with Mr. and Mrs. Ted De
That was a legitimate device,
Jonge.
Cook, son of the late Mr. and
Friday.
because Freeman was writing the
The Christian Endeavor will Mrs. Herman Cook, was bom life of Lee not of Grant. But the
Ten dollars was taken from a
meet Wednesdayevening at the October 2, 1876, in HoUand. He effect was the curious one of leav- cigaret machine and $22.50 from
chapel. Frances Knap will be the was a charter member of Trinity
ing the impression that somehow a juke box, also several cases of
leader. After the meeting the Reformed church, and became the
Grant was merly countering Lee’s whisky, several cartons of cigaryoung people will have an outing church’s first choir director. He movements, that he was not an ets and some cigars.
at the beach.
was also a member of the Men’s active agent in himself. What
Entrance was gained by breakMrs. John Feenstxa of Zeeland adult Bible class Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth P. Williams is doing in ing two windows,one in the front
was a guest at the home of her Cook were married 52 years on his book is telling the other side and one on the side. Discovery was
childrenand grandchildren, Mr. June 15.
of the story, fitting the other side made about 11:30 am Friday by
and Mrs. Henry Henry Feenstra
Survivingare his wife, Nettie; of. the pea in the pod of history. Melvin Gauthier.
and family.
two daughters, Mrs. Bert Brink.
Again it is necessary to add
East Saugatuck; Miss Viola Cook,
that Kenneth P. Williams is not
Holland; three sons, Lester and making an attack on Lee and he Bert Van Der Kamp Dies
Those Cucumbers Made
Vernon, of HoUand; Earl, of Parchis in no sense trying to depreciate At HoUand Hospital
ment, and nine grandchildren.
Her Feel Pretty Sour
Lee as a military commander.

1

announced that Mrs. Joan

And

Gene

evning.

0
0
0
0

Dyke donated a sandwich

About 65 Camp Fire girls ware
enrolled in the last week of ths
four-week program. Blue Birds
were enrolled for the first two,
weeks and Camp Fire Girls, ths ^
last two. In all, more then 320
girls were enrolled for five-day '

the Dutchmen pushed across a
run in the fourth to tie things
up. Frank Wlodarczyk was safe
at second on a two base throwing
error by third baseman Stan Lev-

•

0

* The annual Moose picnic will
jx- held Saturday, . Aug. 19 at
Kamp Kiwanis. 'roe Women of
the Moose will assist the men
with the program and lunch. It

Song."

",

2

HeuveL

Adams, Bob Fancett and Dick

Mrs. Alice Rooks and Wayne
ard W. Erwin of Coopersville
Totals: ........................ 34 6 8 portrays him he was in many he backed him to the limit.
The alleged offense occurredin Rooks from Grand Rapids spent
That U the story that Kenneth
Dutchmen
(3)
AB R H ways a greater genius than NaCoopersville last Saturday. Ar- a few days at the home of Mr.
poleon.

Convention Delegates

was

(Special)— Ken-

neth North, 26. Muskegon, who
pleaded innocent last Saturdaj
on a disorderly charge, changed
his pica to guilty Thursday and
was sentenced to serve five days

1

convention of the Moose in Chicago, Aug. 20 to 24.
• Senior regent, Mrs. Janet
Wiersma, returnedto the group after
a short illness. The meeting was
in charge of Moosehart alumni
with Mrs. Clara Johnson as chairman assistedby Mrs. Lenora Ottlng and Mrs. Jeanette Van Den

mii

,

0

.................... 2

...........................

'

zel.

Jim Weaver and "Mom” Weaver have arrived from Lombard 111.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jorling and
Shoo Fly dances
as though he might be a real have been among the top favor- four children have arrived from
help to the Dutchmen. He has ites at the Inn. Jim Weaver and Cincinnati and Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Trowbridge,from Villa Park, HI.
played professionalball, last hurl- Barbara Daly of Marshall,111.,
ing in the Florida International have been directing the events

Fortney, ss .......................4
Humbert, ff ....................3

"fat” pitches to the free-wheeling
Carvers and was the loser. He allowed 8 hits while his mates collected 10 off the left handed deliveries of Lew Adams.

The Carvers tallied In the first
on hits by Way and Chet Skend-

For Local Vacationers

one-run game..
of Louisville.
Victor in his short stint looked
A series of

AB R H

Friday when more than 150 par*
ents and family members of an*
rolled Camp Fire Girls held a *
picnic supper st camp.
After supper, the guests wera ,
entertained with s program hi
the lodge. Group singing and a
play, A "Quiet Week-End, ^ were
featured.Several girls toM cC
their work in crafts whUe attend*
ing tiie camp. Handcraft articles
were exhibited in the lodge. The
program opened with the singing
of the "Camp Fire Law" and ended with "Closing Camp Fire

YouthfulJim Hagadone pitched
credibly enough to win most
games but he tossed too many

runs.

W

Dutchmen (5)

Camp Fire Girls. Final activity
was the weekly parents night

all socked homers for the
Carvers. Adams’ came in the ninth
with a man on and gave the Furniture City lads two insurance

Engaged

Good August Predicted

Long range weather forecasta distance. Rogdr Treat, sports writof a good August are encouraging er and radio commentator,is also
to suntan-seeking resorters,who vacationing at the Inn.
have found few real summer days
Other guests at the Inn include
to date. High water temperatures Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Landsberger of
and lots of sun have promoted Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. Ned
vacation activities here and new Lemmon and daughter,Rae of
guests are continuallyarriving at Whiting, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. ArthIf O’Connor was generous in organizedresorts in the Holland ur Turner and daughters of Evanston, 111.; Dr. and Mrs. A. H.
the base on balls department,the area.
Bindbeutel and daughter, Joyce, of
.visitorswere more liberal with
Castle Park
St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. William
their errors. Shortstop Lee Snyder
New guests this week at the Smith of Dallas Texas; Charles
hobbled three which netted
Castle include Mrs. E. J. Barrett Smith of Oklahoma City; Mr. and
the locals four runs.
and son of Glencoe, 111., Mr. and Mrs. Leon Schmidt and children of
Lefty Bud Kleine started for the
Grand Rapids nine, and worked Mrs. Robert A. Cline and Robert, Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Jr., of Cincinnati: Mr. and Mrs. Alfeld of St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. and
six innings, giving up seven hits
George R. Cooke ol Grosse Pointe, Mrs. H. C. Lorenzen of Indianand being victimized by Snyder's
Mrs. Lewis S. Robinson and two apolis, Ind.; Frank Walsh and
three misplays.
children of Grosse Pointe; Mrs. daughter, June, of St Louis.
The Dutchmen opened the scor- Marshall Fredricks and four chilDr. and Mrs. P. K. Champion
ing with three runs in the third
dren of Birmingham:Mr. and Mrs. and three sons are staying at
Inning.O’Connorwalked and FortF. D. Carson and two children of LaughingSquirrel cottage and Mr.
ney was safe when centerfielder St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs. James S.
and Mrs. Roger Quincy White and
Bob Chiclon dropped his fly. Lou Fraser and Jimmy of Northfield,
sons, Quincy, Tony and Kenneth,
Humbert sacrificed. Lou Borgman 111.; Mrs. Paul A. Florian of Chiof Lake Forest, 111., have taken
hit a routine grounder to Snyder, cago.
LaureF Lodge for the remainder
but Fortney moving to third obAlso Mrs. Newton P. Frye of of the season.
•tructed his vision,and th eball Glencoe, 111.; Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Dr. and Mrs. Willard Bartlett of
rolled through his legs, Fortney Havey of St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs.
St. Louis have taken Nippon cot•coring behind O'Connor. Borg- James G. Headley of Cincinnati;
cottage for the rest of the summer
man went to second on the throw Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Harris, Jr., and Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Lyman of
In and scored when Schrotenboer and two children of Indianapolis,
St Louis have taken Nippom cotcracked a single to left.
Ind.; Royce
Jackson, Jr., of tage and the William Peristys of
The Haskelites got one fo these Grosse Pointe; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pittsburgh, the Parakeet cottage,
back when O’Connor walked the H, Kunkel of Cincinnati;Mr. and until Labor Day.
bases loaded in the fifth and Wes Mrs. Donald G. Knight of KalamaMr. and Mrs. Henry Walter of
Bieglow beat out an infield single. zoo; Mr. and Mrs. Harold 0. Love Chicago entertained 15 youngsters
Fortney’s single, an error, an- and two childrenof Grosse Pointe; last week in honor of their grandother bobble by Snyder and Schro- Mr. and Mrs. Wilson H. Moriarty son, Scotty Walker, of Washingtenboer’s hit to right made it 4-1 of Shaker Heights, Ohio.
ton, D. C.
in the fifth.
Mrs. William S. Price and son
O’Connor’swildness caught up and Mrs. Charles A. Walter of The Mooring
to him in the seventh when he Oak Park, 111.; Mrs. Percy H.
Among the new arrivalsat The
walked the first two, uncorked a Oliver and son. James, of Bar- Mooring are Mr. and Mrs. William
wild pitch, and gave up succes- rington, 111.; Miss Emily C. Riley, Dusel and daughter of Blue Island.
*ive hits to Snyder and Bieglow, Miss Ann C. Riley and Miss Reu- 111., Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Ivy and
netting the Haskelites three runs benia DuBach all of St. Louis, daughter, Barbara, of Chicago;
Mo.; Dr. and Mrs. Leslie Reimers Mrs. Agatha B. Coppock, her sonand a tie score.
Victor retired the side in the of Chicago, and Mr. and Mrs. Har- in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
ry Sanders and son of Louisville, Robert Rich and daughter. Lynne,
top of the ninth.
all of Chicago, and Mr. and Mrs.
Fortney drew a pass to open the Ky.
B. R. Queneau and family, also of
ninth. Humbert followed suit and Waukazoo Inn
Borgman sacrificed both along. The annual Hard Times party Chicago.#Mr. Queneau is a commander in the U. S. Navy reFrank Wlodarczyk then hit a

league this season.

An eventful four-weekday
camp program was concluded at
Kamp Kiwanis Friday by HoUand

Way

tenboer slapped three singles.
Big Clyde O’Connor traveled
eight innings for the Dutchmen
and was impressive but again he
had trouble with control. Clyde
passed eight Haskelites, three of
whom scored.

grounder to first baseman Lee
Crystal, who Tonvientlythrew the
ball far over the catcher’s head
and Fortney tallied in a cloud of
dust to write "finis” to another

For Local Girls

to the locals.

an impressive one-inningrelief
•tint

Day Camp Ends

The Grand Rapids Carvers scored three runs in the ninth Inning
to defeat the Holland Flying
Dutchmen 6-3 on a cold, brisk
night Thursday at Riverview park.
But the true story of the game
was of home runs and sloppy base
running. The homers— three of
them— all were hit by Carvers and
the shoddy running was confined

kers, did it again. The tune:
Dutchmen 5, Grand Rapids Has-

O’Connor, p

*
'

As Carvers Tally

Unearned Runs Decide

kflites 4.

LOANS

625 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, HoUand
228 Washington, Grand Haven
288 Washington, Grand Haven
Adv«

Real Thriller

In First

LOANS

LOANS

Doubtless he does not consider
Lee the greatest military genius
o^ the nineteenth century; he reserves that place for Grant. But he
recognizes the fact that Lee had
to do his Job with a half starved
army, with insufficientsupplies
behind

And

it

•

.

found a general Lee and his subordinates had
the best of the argument in a
militarysense. It seems likely
that if Lee had taken the com-

mand

until Lincoln

Weener, who has been in Holland for the last two years, wst-«
graduated fnJtti Calvin college and "
received his masters degree from )
the University of Michigan. Ht
will leave August 14 for his
of 279

Bert Van Der Kamp, 58,
West 18th St., died Sunday afternoon at Holland hospital of a
lingeringillness.He had beer hospitalizedfor three Weeks.
Surviving are the wife, Daisy; a
daughter, Mrs. Russell Mfchmershuizen; three grandchildren; three
sisters,Mrs. George Lampen of
Hamilton, Mrs. Jack Arens of DeMotte, Ind., And Mrs. Donalfl
Houseman of Gallup, N. M.; three
brothers, Edward of Grand Rapids, Dr. Harry Van Der Kamp of
Baribou, Wis., and Gillis, of Fill,

of the forces of the United
States at the beginning of the
conflict, as it was offered him hy more.

MW

position.

New Teacher Brings
Staff to 79
Grand Haven (Special)— With
the employment of Arlene ““
land of Portage,WISm to
English in the Grand Haven
school next fall the local i
wiU have 79 '

Grand Haven

'

i

school
reach 786

1

f

%

rr;

CONVERSATION
The earth turns
all is in

.

darkness

The shadow of night rushes swiftly westward. Behind Karat

.

.

•

KOREA eed

IN

•

.

In the valleys of Korea, too, there are already deep pools of night; hut an the

mountain peaks south
and gold
By

i::

Mi

to

defiantlyin erimso*

campfire in the valley, two GJ.’s are talkingi

a

*7 wonder,” says the hoy

^

Kumchon, the light still gleams

•

.

,

of

from Brooklyn,

uif the folks hack

home

are starting

hoard things?”

from Kansas. "Tha/d

uThey couldn't he such

fools,” says the boy

another inflation. Take

my folks-theyve got

my allotment.They

Webody

fust atari

nothing hut Pa's pension

and

just can't afford an inflation.”

can afford an inflation”

m

thg hoy

from Brpol^yQ

•

.

.

How much money

can you

afford to waste through fear:
'ALREADY, under

the impact of “scare

knowledge as we do have, that any

talk

buying,” some prices have started to rise

of genuine shortages is nonsense-and

again— five years after V-J Day, in

dangerous nonsense!

most productive nation on

when the

earth

.

.

.

tfia

THE STRUGGLE

in Korea

last for a long time.

have been halted.

And

serious struggle— to those

A5 RETAILERS, we’re in
know the

tion to

a good posi-

;N

main limited

see, is that there’s no

as

we can

a deadly

who must

fight

and scope

. .

.

bandied by the productive miracle of

lines, there’s a surplus,

requirementscan be

America— without, it seems

AND AMERICA’S productive capacity
such

high

a

level

.

.

.

wfiat

it

was

in

1939

1

.

.

.

that it

ing in any important

to us,

reduc-

way the adequate

of civilian goods.

can

CEPT

suppose we do, despite all we hope for

of

hoarding and panic

buying!

and pray

for,

the worst happens

us wrong

.

.

.

.

.

we

possess any crystal ball that can foresee
the future. But we believe, based on

such

economy*

!

SO

.

.

.buy what you need

or really wantj

pay for

it

twice/

YOU’LL PAY
spending

for it because you’ll

thing
Will

•

money with no immediate

1

HE more reason why every sensi-

American-and every decent Amer-

ble

ican

And

it will

you’ll pay for

it

help raise the prices

« •

including things you really]

Midi

AND —
ALL

ha

1

We’re neither

military nor politicalexperts, nor do

alwayi

you’ll later have to pay for most every-

become involved in an-

other full-scalewar—

DON’T GET

disrupts our

stupid tgday

again because

BUT SUPPOSE

stampede

it

benefit to yourself.

cope with just about everything EXa

their families

their neighbors.Hoarding is

nearly
supply

double

And

ing what you don't want ... for you’ll

MATERIAL

many, many

at.

is thtf

But please don’t be stampeded into buy*

ITS

is

— hoarding

though

meaning.

ical

peace, halfi

we can do! Hoarders onlf

Hurt themselves.

Doubly
in area

ters are bulging with merchandise. In

today

worst thing

—

experts believe it will re-

Our own coun-

of anything, right now.

state of affairs

peace, or all-out war

And

it.

vast and far-reaching in moral and polit-

important shortage

ANY

stupid because

BUT MANY
plain truth, so far

it’s

consumer

goods.

AND THE

may well

and to us who must support

it,

truth about

the hands of our enemies.

IN

just

forces of inflation seemed to

revulsion!It always plays squarely into

— should look on boarding wjtb

IF you’re one

wE# simply

has

more

normally spend

of those

people

eash than you

- why

can

not buy U. S,

Savings Bonds— l
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This Message is Sponsored

BORR'S BOOTERY
J.

C.

PENNEY CO.

BOEVE OIL CO.

PEOPLES STATE BANK

HOLLAND EVENING SENTINEL

STEKETEE TIRE SHOP

TEERMAN HARDWARE CO.

HEERSPINK JEWELRY & GIFT

VANS

G & K EQUIPMENT

OUTLET

R. E.

INC.

BEN VAN LENTE,

Insuronce

UNITED MOTOR SALES
FOX JEWELRY

^

SEARS ORDER OFFICE
v

•
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THE SEERY SHOPPE

JOBBER'S

.
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WILLIAMS JEWELERS

M

FIRST

CITY NEWS

NATIONAL BANK

PLAGGEMAR'S HARDWARE

BARBER INC.

HANSEN'S DRUG STORE
POST'S

HOLUND

JEWELERY & GIFT SHOP

MEENGS STANDARD SERVICE
THE JOHN GOOD CO.

MODEL DRUG STORE

MEYER MUSIC HOUSE

DECKER CHEVROLET. Inc.
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VOGELZANG HARDWARE
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